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POLYNOMIAL DYNAMICS AND LOCAL ANALYSIS
HARRY SCHMIDT
Abstract. We prove an analogue of the Manin-Mumford conjecture for polynomial
dynamical systems over number fields. In our setting the role of torsion points is
taken by the small orbit of a point α. The small orbit of a point was introduced by
McMullen and Sullivan in their study of the dynamics of rational maps where for a
point α and a polynomial f it is given by
Sα = {β ∈ C; f
◦n(β) = f◦n(α) for some n ∈ Z≥0}.
Our main theorem is a classification of the algebraic relations that hold between
infinitely pairs of points in Sα when everything is defined over the algebraic numbers
and the degree d of f is at least 2. Our proof relies on a careful study of localizations of
the dynamical system and follows an entirely different approach than previous proofs in
this area. At infinite places of K we use known rigidity theorems of Fatou and Levin
to prove new such. These might be of independent interest in complex dynamics.
At finite places we introduce new non-archimedean methods to study diophantine
problems that might be applicable in other arithmetic contexts.
Our method at finite places allows us to classify all algebraic relations that hold for
infinitely pairs of points in the grand orbit
Gα = {β ∈ C; f
◦n(β) = f◦m(α) for some n,m ∈ Z≥0}
of α if |f◦n(α)|v → ∞ at a finite place v of good reduction co-prime to d . This
is an analogue of the Mordell-Lang conjecture on finite rank groups for polynomial
dynamics.
1. Introduction
Let K be a number field and α ∈ K. We study the dynamical system attached to a
polynomial f ∈ K[X] of degree d ≥ 2 and denote by f ◦n the n-th iterate of f defined
by f ◦0 = X and f ◦n(X) = f ◦n−1(f(X)) for n ∈ Z≥1. We consider the small orbit of α
[MS98, 6.1]
Sα = {β ∈ Q; f
◦n(β) = f ◦n(α) for some n ∈ Z≥0}.
This Sα is an infinite set unless α is a super-attractive point of degree d [Mil06]. In
order to have a more traditional diophantine analogue we may consider Sα to be the set
of “torsion translates” of α for the dynamical system attached to f . For example in the
more classical setting of the multiplicative group Gm an element x of αµ∞ (where µ∞ is
the group of roots of unity) satisfies xn = αn for some positive integer n. The study of
the equation xn = yn where y varies in a finitely generated group is integral to go from
the Mordellic part to Lang’s full conjecture in Gnm [Lau84]. In fact employing Kummer
theory one reduces the conjecture to the study of this equation. This in turn reduces
the conjecture to Manin-Mumford (although one needs bounds that are uniform in the
translates). The same approach is used in all known proofs of Mordell-Lang to go from
the Mordellic part to the divisible hull.
In this article we obtain a structure theorem for the set Sα that is analogous to what
Manin-Mumford delivers in the context of algebraic groups (and also achieve a certain
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uniformity). We also use Kummer theory in this context to show, quite analogously as
in the group context, that we can go from the small orbit of α to its grand orbit
Gα = {β ∈ Q; f
◦n(β) = f ◦m(α) for some n,m ∈ Z≥0},
albeit under the condition that the orbit of α tends to infinity at a finite place of good
reduction co-prime to d.
If f is an exceptional polynomial, that is, if f is linearly conjugated to a power map
Xd or a Tchebycheff polynomial, then Manin-Mumford for the multiplicative group (see
section 2) answers most questions one might have about Zariski-closures of subsets of
S2α. If α is pre-periodic for f then Sα is contained in the set of pre-periodic points of
f and in this case the dynamical Bogomolow conjecture for split rational maps proven
by Ghioca, Nguyen and Ye [GNY19, Theorem 1.1] applies. Thus the following is our
main result.
Theorem 1. Let K be a number field and let C be an irreducible plane curve defined
over K. Let f ∈ K[X] of degree d ≥ 2 be a non-exceptional polynomial and α ∈ K be
a point that is not pre-periodic under f . If
C(Q) ∩ S2α
contains infinitely many points, then there either exists n ∈ Z≥0 such that f ◦n(ξ) =
f ◦n(η) for the coordinates (ξ, η) of C or ξ = β respectively η = β for some β ∈ Sα.
Another way of putting Theorem 1 is to say that the only non-trivial algebraic rela-
tions that can hold between infinitely many pairs of points in Sα are the ones that define
Sα in the first place. It is straightforward to check that the reverse holds true as well.
Each curve that appears in the conclusion of Theorem 1 also contains infinitely many
points on S2α. Moreover an extension of Theorem 1 to either f being exceptional or α
being pre-periodic fails. A whimsical explanation being that we have more structure
lurking in the background if either of these conditions hold. More concretely, if f = Xd
and thus exceptional we can take any (co-prime) integers l, k and consider the co-set in
G2m defined by
XℓY k = αℓ+k.(1)
Then any of these co-sets contain infinitely many points in S2α but if we take ℓ, k to be
co-prime to d say it does not define a curve as in the conlusion of the Theorem. If f
is non-exceptional then the only superattracting fixed point of degree d is at infinity.
Thus if f is non-exceptional and α is pre-periodic, say f ◦ℓ(α) = f ◦k(α) with ℓ > k, then
the rational curve given by (f ◦ℓ(X), f ◦k(X)) provides a counter-example to a possible
extension of Theorem 1. Thus Theorem 1 is best-possible.
For a non-preperiodic point α there always exists a place v ofK for which |f ◦n(α)|v →
∞ (where we denote by | · |v the corresponding v-adic absolute value). In our proof
of Theorem 1 we make a distinction between whether v can be chosen to be finite or
infinite. In fact, in either case we are able to show a stronger version of our Theorem
(see Proposition 4.1 and Theorem 10). If v can be chosen to be finite and of good
reduction co-prime to d we can go from small orbits to grand orbits. Quite similary
as for the case of finitely generated to finite rank groups in Lang’s conjecture on semi-
abelian varieties that we alluded to above.
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We say that v is a finite place of good reduction (for f) if f = a0X
d+
∑d
i=1 aiX
d−i and
|ai/a0|v ≤ 1 for i = 1, . . . , n. We say that v is co-prime to d if |d|v = 1.
Theorem 2. Let K, C and f be as in Theorem 1. Further suppose that |f ◦n(α)|v →∞
at a finite place v of K of good reduction that is co-prime to d. If
C(Q) ∩ G2α
contains infinitely many points, then there either exist n,m ∈ Z≥0 such that f ◦n(ξ) =
f ◦m(η) for the coordinates (ξ, η) of C or ξ = β respectively η = β for some β ∈ Gα.
As an example we can take the non-exceptional polynomial f = X2−1 and α = 1/3.
Then Gα is dense in the filled Julia set of f (in C) and Theorem 2 shows that the only
algebraic relations that can hold between infinitely many distinct pairs of elements in
the grand orbit of 1/3 are the same that define the grand orbit. We could also take
the same f and α = 5/3 and then Gα is dense in the complement of the Julia set
and our theorem still holds. This gives a hint at the algebraic rigidity of the extended
tree formed by the grand-orbit under f at a non-pre-periodic point; at least if f is
non-exceptional. In contrast if f = Xd then we can take the same co-set as above (1)
with k, ℓ co-prime to d to obtain a counterexample to an extension of Theorem 2 to
exceptional polynomials. Again one could phrase the above theorem as stating that the
only non-trivial algebraic relations that hold between infinitely many pairs of points in
Gα are the ones that define the set itself. Also in section 9 we show that Theorem 2
can not be extended to α being a pre-periodic point. For the proof of Theorem 2 we
also rely on work of Ghioca, Nguyen and Ye on the dynamical Bogomolow conjecture
[GNY19, Theorem 1.1].
If there is an infinite place v of K at which f ◦n(α) tends to infinity we deduce The-
orem 1 from a new rigidity theorem (Theorem 3 below) that holds for non-exeptional
polynomials. But we need some notation first.
For any complex polynomial f ∈ C[X] of degree d ≥ 2 we let
gf(z) = lim
n→∞
log+(|f ◦n(z)|)
dn
where log+(z) = logmax{1, z} for z ∈ R≥0. This gf is the Green function attached to
the Julia set of f and a continuous function on C. For r > 0 we define the equi-potential
curve of r to be the level-set
Lr = {z ∈ C; gf(z) = r}.(2)
We note that for f = Xd it holds that Lr is the circle of radius exp(r) and that for all
f the level-set at 0 is the filled Julia set of f . Thus α ∈ C satisfies |f ◦n(α)| → ∞ with
the usual absolute value if and only if gf(α) > 0.
The following is a characterization of curves that intersect L2r in infinitely many
points.
Theorem 3. Let f be a non-exceptional polynomial with complex coefficients. If a
complex connected plane curve C has infinite intersection with L2r (for some r > 0),
then C is a component of a curve defined by
(X − β)(Y − β)(f ◦n(X)− L ◦ f ◦n(Y )) = 0
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for some β ∈ Lr, some n ∈ Z≥0 and some linear polynomial L(X) such that L ◦ f ◦n =
f ◦n ◦ L. Here X, Y are the affine coordinates on A2.
Due to the fact that Lr is a piecewise real analytic set one can interpret Theorem
3 as a characterization of all algebraic correspondences that preserve an equi-potential
curve Lr.
Theorem 3 does not hold without the requirement on f to be non-exceptional. For
example taking f = Xd graphs of Mo¨bius transformations sending Lr to Lr provide an
ample supply of counterexamples (see for example the introduction of [BH15]). These
counterexamples are made possible by the fact that Lr is semi-algebraic. This suggests
that Lr should be a transcendental curve if f is not exceptional and we can support
this intuition with the following theorem whose proof is straightforward given the tools
used in the proof of Theorem 3.
Theorem 4. Lr contains a connected semi-algebraic curve for some r > 0 if and only
if f is exceptional.
We pause to mention that we thought it is worth recording the above theorem because
it is analogous to Fatou’s theorem [Fat20, p.250] since Fatou’s theorem characterises
exceptional polynomials as those, whose Julia set is a (piecewise) analytic curve while
our theorem characterizes exceptional polynomials through properties of Lr. As the
curves Lr are always piecewise real analytic we need a finer criterion and Theorem 3
shows that this finer criterion is (real) algebraicity. It is also worth pointing out that
Fatou’s theorem itself is crucial for the proof of Theorem 3 and Theorem 4.
Another important characterisation of exceptional polynomials that we will make use
of is due to the combined work of Levin [Lev91] and Douady, Hubbard [DH93] (the
latter two crediting Thurston). This characterises polynomials whose Julia set has a
normal family of symmetries as being the exceptional ones. This theorems allow us to
show that “irrational rotations” of the bassin of infinity of f with connected Julia set
can not be algebraic (see Lemma 5.7).
Finally, for f with disconnected Julia set we introduce considerations that seem to be
entirely absent from the past literature. Namely we study the monodromy action on
Mahler functions that appear as the inverse of the famous Bo¨ttcher coordinates. This
requires careful analysis of Puiseaux expansions among other things.
As a final remark on the rigidity theorems we note that the techniques used to prove
Theorem 3 and 4 potentially extend to higher dimensions to prove that for a non-
exceptional polynomials the components of the intersection of an algebraic variety with
powers of Lr must have low dimension. This might be of interest in connection with
dynamical questions and equidistribution on powers of Lr.
At this point it seems appropriate to put Theorem 1 and 2 into the context of the
dynamical literature as well. Our paper (and in particular Theorem 2) may be viewed
as a first attempt to unify the dynamical Mordell-Lang conjecture and the dynamical
Manin-Mumford conjecture. A dynamical Mordell-Lang conjecture was first formulated
by Ghioca and Tucker in [GT09] and then further expanded on in the book [BGT16]
where the authors also discuss intersections of orbits. It is worth pointing out that in
[GT09] the authors also use properties of attracting fixed points in their proof. A dy-
namical Manin-Mumford conjecture was first formulated by Zhang and later corrected
and refined by Ghioca, Tucker and Zhang [GTZ11] as well as by Ghioca and Tucker
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[GT].
On the dynamical Manin-Mumford side we mention some results that mostly concern
the projective line P1 and its powers P
n
1 . As alluded to above, Ghioca, Nguyen and Ye
have proved the dynamical Manin-Mumford conjecture for split endomorphisms of Pn1 .
This work relied on the equi-distribution theorem by Yuan on adelic heights. Similarly
Baker and Demarco used equi-distribution techniques to prove a Manin-Mumford the-
orem for families of dynamical systems [BD11]. This is by no means an exhaustive list
of the results obtained by using the powerful equi-distribution theorem combined with
deep insights into the intricate geometry and arithmetic of dynamical systems.
On the dynamical Mordell-Lang side the works that are perhaps closest in spirit to ours
are [GTZ08], [GTZ12] as they treat intersections of varieties with orbits of polynomials.
From the point of view of height theory Theorem 1 may also be viewed as an inter-
mediate between the work [GNY19] and [GTZ08] as we are treating points of constant
canonical height whereas the works just mentioned treat points of small respectively
unbounded canonical height.
In order to incorporate exceptional polynomials and periodic points in our statement
we need a bit of care to encode essentially group theoretic information in dynamical
terms (see [GT] for related problems). What is new in our context compared to [GT]
is that we need to define an analogue of co-sets in the dynamical setting. For this we
introduce some notation. We formulate a conjecture for powers of the projective line
here and in section 9 a conjecture for all projective varieities.
For an endomorphism g of P1 we let Ξg be P1\Sg where Sg is the set of superattracting
fixed points of g of degree deg(g) [Mil06]. The variety Ξg is always a quasi-projective
and in fact quasi-affine if g is a polynomial. It is a natural space on which g acts. We
say that two morphisms commute if they commute by composition.
Definition 1. Let K be an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0 and n a positive
integer. We say that a variety V ⊂ Pn1 defined over K is stratified by an endomorphism
g of P1 defined over K if there exists an endomorphism h of P1 and a finite morphism
ϕ : Ξh → Ξg with the property g ◦ ϕ = ϕ ◦ h such that the following holds. There exists
a variety Vϕ and a morphism H : Ξnh → Ξ
n
h commuting with (h, h) such that
(ϕ, ϕ)(Vϕ) = V ∩ Ξ
n
g , (ϕ, ϕ) ◦H(Vϕ) = {β} × Ξ
n−dim(V)
g
for some β ∈ Ξdim(V)g (K).
Note that for g = X2 any co-set of Gnm defines a variety that is stratified by g. We
obtain the following from Theorem 1, [GNY19] and Manin-Mumford.
Theorem 5. Let f ∈ K[X] be a polynomial of degree d ≥ 2 and let α ∈ K. Let C ⊂ A2
be a geometrically irreducible curve over K. If C ∩ S2α contains infinitely many points
then C is either pre-periodic under the endomorphism (f, f) or is stratified by f .
Following a suggestion of Ghioca we formulate a conjecture for intersections of va-
rieties with grand orbits. It can be viewed as a natural dynamical analogue of Lang’s
conjecture on finite rank groups.
For an endomorphism g of P1 and α ∈ P1(K) we set Gα(g) to be the grand-orbit of α
under g. Let X = Pn1 and g = (g1, . . . , gn) where g1, . . . , gn are endomorphisms of P1 of
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degree at least 2 defined over K as above. Let α = (α1, . . . , αn) ∈ Pn1 (K) and let V be
a hypersurface in X.
Conjecture 1. Suppose that
V ∩ Gα1(g1)× · · · × Gαn(gn)
contains infinitely many points. Then V is either pre-periodic under h = (h1, . . . , hn)
where h1, . . . , hn are endomorphisms commuting with an iterate of g1, . . . , gn respectively
and such that at least one of h1, . . . , hn has degree at least 2 or V is stratified by gi for
some i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
From Theorem 2 follows that we can treat part of Conjecture 1.
Theorem 6. Let f ∈ K[X] and let α ∈ K be such that |f ◦n(α)|v →∞ at a finite place
v of good reduction co-prime to d. Then Conjecture 1 holds true for α = (α, α) and
g = (f, f).
We call a curve C ⊂ A2 special if it is a component of curve defined by f ◦n(X) −
f ◦n(Y ) = 0 for some n ≥ 0 or if C is of the form {β}×A1 or A1×{β} for some β ∈ Sα.
It is also possible to put our results in the more classical context of unlikely intersec-
tions. More precisely we define the set of special subvarieties Spf of A
3 with coordinates
(X1, X2, X3) to be Boolean combinations of varieties defined by
f ◦n(Xi) = f
◦n(Xj), n ∈ Z≥0, i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3}, i 6= j.
Theorem 1 implies that for α that is not pre-periodic under f and f non-exceptional,
the intersection
C × {α} ∩ (∪V ∈Spf ,codim(V )>1V )
is finite unless C × {α} is contained in a special subvariety of positive codimension.
It is useful to keep this terminology and we will often refer to a special curve in A2
to be either of the form {β} × A1, respectively A1 × {β} for some β ∈ Sα or if C is a
component of the variety defined by f ◦n(X) = f ◦n(Y ).
At this point it seems appropriate to discuss some of our methods and compare them
to the Pila-Zannier method which is often used in special circumstances. As mentioned
above we localize at a place v for which α lies in its associated bassin of infinity. If the
place turns out to be archimedean we reduce Theorem 1 to a rigidity theorem (Theorem
3) that is really an analytic property of the dynamical system. If v is non-archimedean
however we make use of the “uniformization” of the dynamical system by the inverse of
the Bo¨ttcher map. Quite similarly as in the Pila-Zannier method we study the pullback
of the curve C by this uniformization and show a functional transcendence result for
this pull-back. However we only show that the pull-back is not contained in a co-set of
G2m unless C is special (Theorem 7 and 8). We essentially study pairs of roots of unity
on our pull-back and and these are of bounded height but not of bounded degree. This
rules out the possibility to directly apply counting of rational points in the Pila-Wilkie
style.
Our approach is different and seems to be particularly suited for non-archimedean com-
pletions. To a fixed solution (β1, β2) ∈ S
2
α ∩ C we construct an auxiliary function that
vanishes at the pull-back of the whole Galois-orbit of (β1, β2). We then apply Poisson-
Jensen to bound its zero-set, which does not care about the degree of the point. Our
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method is suited for generalisations and we will explore it further in the function field
case in future work. As we showed in [Sch] it already leads to a new and quite elemen-
tary proof of Manin-Mumford in the multiplicative group.
As we will often work with roots of unity we set µ∞ to be the set of all roots of 1 and
µd∞ the set of roots of unity whose order divides a power of d. Finally for a positive
integer N we set µN to be the set of N -th root of 1. For a field K (often K) we set Kv
to be its completion by the valuation v and set K to be its algebraic closure.
Here is how we proceed. In the next section we reduce the last two Theorems in
this section to Theorem 1 and Theorem 2. Then we introduce the main players in our
proof which are the Mahler functions defined by f . In section 4 we give the proof of a
uniform version of Theorem 1 when |f ◦n(α)|v → ∞ at a finite place. In section 5 we
give the proof of Theorem 3 when the Julia set of f is connected and in section 6 when
it is disconnected. We summarize the proof of Theorem 1 in section 7 and in section 8
we give the proof of Theorem 2. We conclude in the final section with some remarks
and give a uniform version of Theorem 3.
2. Reductions
We first note that if Theorem 1 holds for a polynomial f then it holds for L ◦ f ◦L−1
for any linear polynomial L. The same holds for Theorem 3. Thus we may and will
assume that f is monic.
We now reduce Theorem 5 to Theorem 1. If α is pre-periodic under f then Theorem 5
follows from Theorem 1.1 in [GNY19] and this case is taken care of. Now assume that
f is exceptional. Then we may assume that f is either Chebychev or a power map.
In both cases there exists a morphism ϕ : Gm → Xf such that f ◦ ϕ(X) = ϕ(X
d).
In the former cases ϕ(X) = X + 1/X and in the latter it is ϕ(X) = X. It follows
that for each (β1, β2) ∈ C ∩ S2α there exists a pair of roots of unity (ζ1, ζ2) such that
(ϕ(αζ1), ϕ(αζ2)) = (β1, β2). Thus if there exist infinitely many points in C ∩ S2α then
one of the components of (ϕ, ϕ)−1(C) is equal to a co-set (by Manin-Mumford). Calling
this co-set Cϕ and letting H be a coordinate-wise monomial sending Cϕ to {β} × Gm
for some β ∈ Q we obtain that C is stratified by f . Thus we have shown that Theorem
5 is a consequence of [GNY19, Theorem 1.1], Manin-Mumford for G2m and Theorem 1.
For the reduction of Theorem 6 to Theorem 2 we can imitate the proof above. How-
ever, instead of Manin-Mumford we employ the results in [Lau84].
3. Mahler functions and Bo¨ttcher coordinates
For any field K (of characteristic 0) and any monic polynomial f ∈ K[X] of degree
d ≥ 2 there exists a unique Laurent series Ψ ∈ 1
X
K[[X]] that satisfies
Ψ(Xd) = f(Ψ(X))(3)
and has a pole of residue 1 at 0 [Ing13]. For example for f = Xd, we have Ψ(X) = 1/X.
The equation (3) defines a Mahler function [Nis96] which is a well-studied class of
functions in transcendental number theory. If K is a valued field with value v there
exists a positive real Rv such that Ψ defines a meromorphic function on
∆Rv = {z ∈ Kv; |z|v < R}
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and moreover there exists an inverse Φ ∈ 1
X
K[[ 1
X
]] on Ψ(∆∗Rv) (where ∆
∗
Rv = ∆R \ {0})
that then satisfies
Φ(f(X)) = Φ(X)d(4)
([Ing13], [DGK+19]). This inverse Φ is called the Bo¨ttcher coordinate associated to f .
Our proofs crucially rely on properties of these functions that allow to conjugate the
action of f to the more well-understood action of the power map. Another viewpoint
is that they provide the analogue of a Tate parametrization.
Now we return to a polynomial f ∈ K[X] for a number field K. Our first remark
is that at almost all places v of K it holds that Rv = 1 [DGK
+19] and that for non-
exceptional polynomials Rv ≤ 1 at all places v.
For α ∈ K it holds that either α is a pre-periodic point of f or there exists a place v
of K such that |f ◦n(α)|v → ∞ [BJS]. In particular for each α that is not pre-periodic
there exists N such that f ◦N (α) ∈ Ψ(∆∗Rv) at some place v. Theorem 1 is invariant
under replacing α by an iterate f ◦N (α). Since if we can find a curve C that intersects
S2α in infinitely many points then (f
◦N , f ◦N)(C) will intersect S2f◦N (α) in infinitely many
points. And if (f ◦N , f ◦N)(C) is special then C is as well. Thus we may work in Ψ(∆∗Rv)
and choose α such that
|Φ(α)| < Rdv.(5)
Now enters another dychotomy. We either have that the place v we chose is finite or
infinite. Our proof follows a divide and conquer strategy and in the next section we are
going to treat the finite places.
4. Non-archimedean places
In this section we assume that f ∈ K[X] for a number field K (α ∈ K) and that f
is monic and non-exceptional. Assume that α ∈ Ψ(∆∗Rv) for a finite place v of K and
that (5) holds. We set
Oα = {f
◦n(α);n ∈ Z≥0}.
and we are going to prove the following uniform version of Theorem 1 for α whose orbit
tends to infinity at a finite place. We need the uniformity in the orbit of α to prove
Theorem 2.
Proposition 4.1. Suppose there is a finite place v of K for which α ∈ Ψ(∆∗Rv). Let
C be an irreducible plane curve and suppose that C is not special. Then there exists
a constant C = C(α, C) such that if (β1, β2) ∈ C(Q) ∩ S
2
β for some β ∈ Oα, then
f ◦n(α) = f ◦n(β1) = f
◦n(β2) for n ≤ C.
The above proposition directly implies Theorem 1 if |f ◦n(α)|v →∞ at a finite place
v of K.
In what follows in this section we set ∆ = ∆R where R = Rv is as in the previous
section, the maximal R > 0 such that Ψ converges on
∆∗ = {z ∈ Kv; 0 < |z|v < R}.
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For non-archimedean places the absolute value behaves strikingly simply. It holds that
|Ψ(z)|v = |z|−1v and that Ψ is a bi-holomorphism
Ψ : ∆∗ ≃ {z ∈ Kv; |z| > R
−1}
with inverse Φ.
4.1. Functional transcendence. In this subsection, let P ∈ K[X, Y ] \ {0} be an
absolutely irreducible polynomial. We are going to prove a functional transcendence
statement that is crucial for the proof of Proposition 4.1. For the next theorem we do
not need to assume that f is non-exceptional and it is easy to see that the theorem
holds for exceptional polynomials.
Theorem 7. Let (k1, k2) ∈ Z2 \ {(0, 0)}, ζ1, ζ2 ∈ µ∞ and let a ∈ ∆∗ be transcendental
such that a1/d ∈ ∆∗. Suppose that
P (1/Ψ(ζ1ax
k1), 1/Ψ(ζ2ax
k2)) = 0,
for all x ∈ Kv for which axk1 ∈ ∆∗, axk2 ∈ ∆∗ holds. (So P (1/Ψ(ζ1axk1), 1/Ψ(ζ2axk2))
defines the zero-function in x.) Then k1k2(k1 − k2) = 0.
Proof. After possibly replacing x by 1/x and relabelling variables we may assume that
k1 ≥ 0 and |k1| ≥ |k2|. We pass to the polynomial P ∗ = XdegX PY degY PP (1/X, 1/Y )
and note that the Theorem is equivalent to showing that if P ∗(Ψ(ζ1ax
k1),Ψ(ζ2ax
k2)) = 0
identically then (k1 − k2)k1k2 = 0. We set N ∗(x, y) = P ∗(Ψ(x),Ψ(y)) and will work
with the expansion of N ∗
N ∗(x, y) =
∑
n,m∈Z≥p
cnmx
nym ∈ K[[x, y]]
and note that N ∗ is an analytic function on (∆∗)2. Here p is a fixed integer depending
on C. If k1k2 > 0 we consider the series expansion of ν∗ = P ∗(Ψ(ζ1axk1),Ψ(ζ2axk2))
ν∗(x) =
∑
k∈Z
ckx
k, ck =
∑
k1n+k2m=k
cnmζ
n
1 ζ
m
2 a
n+m
and if k1 − k2 6= 0 then, for each ℓ ∈ Z, there is at most one solution (n,m) ∈ Z2≥p to
k1n+ k2m = k, n+m = ℓ. Moreover as k1, k2, n,m ∈ Z≥p, ck is a polynomial in a with
coefficients in Q. Thus if ν∗ = 0 identically then as a is transcendental cnm = 0 for all
n,m ∈ Z≥p which contradicts P 6= 0.
Now assume that k1k2 < 0. We can not use the same argument as above as the
coefficients ck are now potentially infinite power series in a. We still have that for all
x ∈ A = {z ∈ Kv; |a|v < |z| < R} there exists y ∈ ∆∗ satisfying
P ∗(Ψ(x),Ψ(y)) = 0, x−k2yk1 = ζ−k21 ζ
k1
2 a
k1−k2.(6)
We make the substitution xd1 = x, y
d
1 = y and we find that for all x1 ∈ A
d = {z ∈
A; zd ∈ A} there exists y1 ∈ ∆∗ satisfying
P ∗(f ◦Ψ(x1), f ◦Ψ(y1)) = 0, x
−dk2
1 y
dk1
1 = ζ
−k2
1 ζ
k1
2 a
k1−k2 , x1, y1 ∈ ∆
∗.(7)
Note that since |a|v < Rd, Ad contains infinitely many points. We can take a fibred
product of the sets defined by (18) and (19) by setting x1 = x and we obtain that for
all x ∈ Ad there exist y, z ∈ ∆∗ such that
P ∗(Ψ(x),Ψ(y)) = P ∗(f ◦Ψ(x), f ◦Ψ(z)) = 0,
x−k2yk1 = ζ−k21 ζ
k1
2 a
k1−k2 , x−dk2zdk1 = ζ−k21 ζ
k1
2 a
k1−k2 .
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Taking the resultant R = ResX(P
∗(X, Y ), P ∗(f(X), f(Z))) ∈ K[Y, Z] with respect to
the variable X we obtain that there are infinitely many y, z ∈ ∆∗ satisfying
R(Ψ(y),Ψ(z)) = 0, y−dk1zdk1 = ζ
−(d−1)k2
1 ζ
(d−1)k1
2 a
(d−1)(k1−k2).
Thus if k1− k2 6= 0 there exists a transcendental number b, |b|v < 1 (more precisely b is
a dk1-th root of ζ
−(d−1)k2
1 ζ
(d−1)k1
2 a
(d−1)(k1−k2)) such that
h(y) = R(Ψ(y),Ψ(by)) = 0,
for infinitely many y ∈ ∆∗ and so h is the zero-function. We set R(Ψ(x),Ψ(y)) =∑
n,m∈Z≥0 rnmx
nym and we find that the coefficients hk of h(x) =
∑
k∈Z hkx
k satisfy
hk =
∑
n,m∈Z≥r ,n+m=k
rnmb
m = 0
for some r ∈ Z depending on P ∗. As b is transcendental we obtain that rnm = 0 for all
n,m and so R is the 0-polynomial. It follows that the partial derivative with respect
to X, ∂XP = 0 identically. For example if not then also ∂XPf
′ 6= 0 and the projection
from the variety defined by P (X, Y ) = P (f(X), f(Z)) = 0 to the X-coordinate would
be finite to 1. But R = 0 implies that we can find infinitely many solutions (Y, Z) to
P (x0, Y ) = P (f(x0), f(Z)) = 0 for at least one fixed x0 ∈ K.
However if ∂XP = 0 identically then k2 = 0. This concludes the proof. 
4.2. Combinatorics. In this subsection we establish all the combinatorial lemmas that
are needed to carry out the proof of proposition 4.1. For a ∈ Z2 and N ≥ 2 we define
Sa = Za+NZ
2 and for c ≥ 1, Bc = {x ∈ R2; |x|∞ ≤ c}.
Lemma 4.1. l Let a = (a1, a2) ∈ Z2 \ {0} be such that gcd(a1, a2, N) = 1 and N ≥ 17.
Let c be any real satisfying 3
4
≤ c ≤ 1. There exist at least N2c−1/4 distinct integer
vectors v in Sa ∩ BNc.
Proof. As gcd(a1, a2, N) = 1 the reduction of a mod N has exact order N in Z
2/NZ2.
Thus Sa ∩ [0, N)2 contains N distinct elements. We can cover the box [0, N)2 by at
most ([N/N c] + 1)2 ≤ N2(1−c)(1 + N c/N)2 ≤ 4N2(1−c) boxes of side length N c . Thus
there is a box of side length N c that contains at least N2c−1/4 distict integer vectors
and translating by one fixed integer vector in this set we also find this many vectors in
in Sa ∩ BNc . 
Although the previous Lemma can already be used to give a new proof of Manin-
Mumford in Gnm [Sch] we need to squeeze out more information out of the structure of
the set Sa.
Lemma 4.2. Let a = (a1, a2) ∈ Z2, N ∈ Z be such that gcd(a1, a2, N) = 1 and N ≥ 17.
Let c be real such that 3
4
≤ c ≤ 1. There exists an absolute constant C1 ≥ 1 such that
for every real constant C ≥ 1 there exists (k1, k2) ∈ Z2, e ∈ Z such that gcd(k1, k2) = 1,
e(k1, k2) ∈ Sa ∩ BNc and either e ≤ C1C2N1−c or |k1, k2|∞ > C.
Proof. Suppose that all w ∈ Sa ∩ BNc are equal to w = e(k1, k2) with e ∈ Z and
|(k1, k2)|∞ ≤ C. Then Sa ∩ BNc is contained in the union of at most (2C + 1)2 Z-
modules Lv = {lv, l ∈ Z} of rank 1. However the cardinality of Lv ∩ BNc \ {0} is
bounded by 2N c/|v|∞. Let m be the minimum of |v|∞ as v runs through v such that
Lv ∩BNc ∩ Sa 6= {0}. From Lemma 4.1 follows
2(2C + 1)2N c/m ≥ N2c−1/4− 1
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and so m ≤ C1C2N1−c. This finishes the proof. 
We record the following, whose proof is given in [Sch].
Lemma 4.3. Let k ≥ 2 be a rational integers and f = gcd(N, k). There exists an
integer ℓ such that
k = ℓf mod N and gcd(ℓ, N) = 1.
Now we apply what we established combinatorially to roots of unity.
Lemma 4.4. Fix constants C ≥ 1 and 3/4 ≤ c ≤ 1. Let (ζ1, ζ2) be a point of order
N ≥ 17 in G2m. There exists a primitive N-th root of unity ζ and integers k1, k2, e
such that (k1, k2) = 1, |k1, k2|∞ ≤ N c/e and (ζ1, ζ2) = (ζ (1)e ζ
k1
N , ζ
(2)
e ζ
k2
N ) where ζ
(1)
e , ζ
(2)
e
are e-th roots of 1. Moreover either e ≤ C1C2N1−c or |(k1, k2)|∞ > C for an absolute
constant C1 independent of C and N .
Proof. There exists an integer vector a = (a1, a2) with the property gcd(a1, a2, N) = 1
such that (ζ1, ζ2) = (ζ
a1
N , ζ
a2
N ) for a primitive N -th root of unity ζN . Applying Lemma
4.2 we find (k1, k2), e as in the statement as well as an integer k such that k(a1, a2) =
e(k1, k2) mod N . By Lemma 22 we can replace k by fℓ where f = gcd(k,N) and ℓ is
invertible mod N . Since k1, k2 are co-prime we deduce that f |e. Denoting by ℓ
∗ the
inverse of ℓ mod N we can replace ζN by ζ
ℓ∗
N and obtain the Lemma. 
4.3. Zero-counting. In this subsection we briefly recall the main counting results over
p-adic fields. They are consequences of a careful study of Newton polygons and all proofs
can be found in the notes [Che]. We recall that Kv is a completion of K with respect to
a non-archimedean place v. Let g(z) =
∑
n∈Z anz
n, an ∈ Kv be a power series defining
a non-constant analytic function on the anulus A[r1, r2) = {z ∈ Kv; r1 ≤ |z|v < r2} for
real 0 < r1 < r2. We define
N(g, 0, r) =
∑
z∈A[r1,r),g(z)=0
log
r
|z|
,
(counting with multiplicity) as well as
|g|r = sup
n
{|an|vr
n}.
We then define
κ(f, r) = inf{n, |an|vr
n = |g|r}.
We will need the following Lemma [Che, Theorem 2.5.1] which is central to our
arguments.
Lemma 4.5. (Poisson-Jensen) With g as above it holds that
N(g, 0, r) + κ(g, r1) log r + log |aκ(g,r1)|v = log |g|r.
4.4. Lowerbounds. In this short subsection we record the Galois lower bounds that
are valid for roots of unity over completions of number fields. As usual Kv is a comple-
tion of K with respect to a non-archimedean place v of K.
Lemma 4.6. Let N be a positive integer dividing a power of d and ζN a primitive N-th
root of 1. There exists a positive real number CG depending on v, d,K such that
[Kv(ζN) : Kv] ≥ CGN.
Proof. This follows from Corollary 6.5 in [BJS]. 
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4.5. Auxilliary function. In what follows we assume that C is not special. We switch
coordinates first. If the curve C is given by affine coordinates (X1, X2) we switch
to coordinates (X, Y ) = (1/X1, 1/X2) and denote by P ∈ OK [X, Y ] the absolutely
irreducible polynomial defining C in these coordinates. We then set
N (x, y) = P (1/Ψ(x), 1/Ψ(y)) =
∑
n,m∈Z≥0
anmx
nym ∈ K[[x, y]].
For a tuple s = (ζ1, ζ2, k1, k2, β) where ζ1, ζ2 are roots of unity of order e dividing
some power of d and k1, k2 are co-prime rational integers satisfying k1 > 0, k1 ≥ k2 and
β ∈ Oα we define ν = νs by
ν(x) = N (ζ1φx
k1 , ζ2φx
k2) =
∑
k∈Z
bkx
k,(8)
where φ = Φ(β) and bk is given by
bk =
∑
k1n+k2m=k
anmφ
n+mζn1 ζ
m
2 .(9)
We note that bk does not necessarily lie in K but in Kv. Moreover the function ν is an
analytic function on the annulus A[1, r) where r = R/|φ|1/|(k1,k2)|∞v . Note that we have
|ν|v ≤ 1.
Now we proceed to bounding r and |ν|1 from below. We first prove these bounds up
to finitely many possibilities for β ∈ Oα.
Lemma 4.7. There exists a constant CO depending only on C such that if |φ|v < CO
and k1 6= k2, then
− log |ν|1 ≤ −C2 log |φ|v + C3
for positive constants C2, C3 depending only on C.
Proof. Recall our convention that k1 > 0 and k1 ≥ k2. Let (n0, m0) be a pair of positive
integers such that anm 6= 0 and n +m is minimal with this property. Note that there
are at most finitely many such pairs. Let k0 = k1n0 + k2m0 and first suppose there
exists another pair of positive integers (n1, m1) 6= (n0, m0) such that k1n1 + k2m1 = k0
and |an0m0φ
n0+m0 |v ≤ |an1m1φ
n1+m1 |v. Then |an0m0 |v ≤ |φ|
k1−k2
v and by our assumption
k1 − k2 > 0. Thus if |φ|v < |an0m0 | no such pair (n1, n2) exists and it follows that
|bk0|v = |an0m0φ
n0+m0 |v. As |bk0 | ≤ |ν|1 the Lemma follows. 
From this point onward we may assume that β = f ◦m(α) form bounded by a constant
only depending on C. However we will indicate when we will make use of this fact.
Lemma 4.8. There exists a constant Clower = Clower(α, C) ≥ 2 such that if |(k1, k2)|∞ ≥
Clower then
− log |ν|1 ≤ −C2 log |φ|v + C3
for positive constants C2, C3 depending only on C.
Proof. Let (n0, m0) be as in the previous Lemma a pair of positive integers such that
anm 6= 0 and n +m is minimal with this property and again suppose that there exists
another pair of positive integers (n1, m1) 6= (n0, m0) such that k1n1 + k2m1 = k0 and
|an0m0φ
n0+m0 |v ≤ |an1m1φ
n1+m1 |v.
We first prove that if k1 6= k2 then |k1 − k2| ≥ c1|(k1, k2)|∞ where c1 > 0 is a constant
only depending on C.
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If k1k2 < 0 this is trivial and we can set c1 = 1. If k1k2 > 0 we note that (n1−n0, m1−
m0) ∈ Z(−k2, k1) and so either n1 − n0 ≤ 0 or m1 − m0 ≤ 0. If n1 − n0 ≤ 0 then
n1 − n0 ≤ −k2 and as k2 > 0 we deduce k2 ≤ n0. Similarly if m1 −m0 ≤ 0 we deduce
that k1 ≤ m0. In either case we have that |2(k1 − k2)(n0, m0)|∞ ≥ |(k1, k2)|∞.
We continue by noting as in the previous Lemma that |φ|k1−k2v ≥ |an0m0 |v. Thus if
k1 − k2 > log |an0m0 |v/ log |φ|v then we can not find (n1, n2) as above. We deduce from
the non-archimedean tri-angle inequality and what we just proved that if |(k1, k2)|∞ >
c−11 log |an0m0 |v/ log |φ|v then |bk0 |v = |an0m0φ
n0+m0 |v and we are finished. 
In the next two lemmas we are going to use the fact that we can concentrate on a
finite subset of Oα which is reflected in a bound for the height.
Lemma 4.9. Suppose that |k1, k2|∞ ≤ C1 and h(β) ≤ C1 for some positive constant
C1. Then either
− log |ν|1 ≤ C2e
log d/ log 2(10)
for C2 = C2(C1, C, α) or ord(ζ
−k2
1 ζ
k1
2 ) ≤ C3(α, C).
Proof. Set x0 = ζ
−1/k1
1 where we pick a k1-th root such that the order of x0 still divides
a power of d. This can be done by writing k1 = kk˜ with k dividing a power of d and k˜
co-prime to d. We can write ζ1 = ζ
k˜
2 with ζ2 having the same order as ζ1 and then pick
any k-th root of ζ2. We obtain ν(x0) = P (β,Ψ(ζ2ζ
−k2/k1
1 φ)). Now if ν(x0) = 0 then
the degree [Kv(ζ2ζ
−k2/k1
1 ) : Kv] ≤ deg(C) since otherwise we can let Gal(Kv/Kv) act on
the point (β,Ψ(ζ2ζ
−k2/k1
1 φ) and find more then deg(C) points on C with X-coordinate
equal to β. This would imply that C is special. Thus ord(ζk12 ζ
−k2
1 ) is bounded as in the
statement.
Now suppose that ν(x0) 6= 0. We note that the point (β,Ψ(ζ2ζ
−k2/k1
1 φ)) is algebraic
of degree at most |e(k1, k2)|log d/ log 2∞ over K as |e(k1, k2)|∞ is a bound on the order of
ζ2ζ
−k2/k1
1 and so
f ◦n(β) = f ◦n(Ψ(ζ2ζ
−k2/k1
1 φ)).
with dn ≤ |e(k1, k2)|
log d/ log 2
∞ . So H(ν(x0)) ≤ c1c
e
log d
log 2
2 for constants c1, c2 depending only
on C and α and we deduce the inequality (10) from the standard |y0|v ≥ H(y0)−[Q(y0):Q]
that is valid for any algebraic point y0. 
Lemma 4.10. Suppose that ord(ζ−k21 ζ
k1
2 ) ≤ C1, h(β) ≤ C1 and |(k1, k2)|∞ ≤ C1 for
some constant C1 and that ν is not the zero function. Then
− log |ν|1 ≤ −C2
for a positive constants C2 = C2(C1, C, α).
Proof. We first note that there are only a finite number of possibilities for β as the height
of β is bounded. There are also only a finite number of possibilities for k1, k2. For each
k we can choose (nk, mk) such that k1nk + k2mk = k and factor out ζ
nk
1 ζ
mk
2 . Note that
for each k the choice of (nk, mk) only depends on k1, k2. Now we see that bk = ζ
nk
1 ζ
mk
2 b˜k
for b˜k only depending on β, k1, k2 and ζ
−k2
1 ζ
k1
2 . It follows that if β, k1, k2, ζ
−k2
1 ζ
k1
2 vary
in a finite set, the sequence (|bk|v)k∈Z varies in a finite set. Thus |νs|1 varies in a finite
set and as |ν|1 > 0 we get an absolute lower bound for |ν|1. 
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Lemma 4.11. Suppose that ν as above (8) is not the zero-function. It holds that
−κ(ν, 1) ≤ |(k1, k2)|∞ log |ν|1/ log(|φ|v).
Proof. If k1k2 > 0 then bk = 0 for k < 0 and the statement becomes trivial. Thus
we may and will assume that k1k2 < 0. From the expansion of bk (9) we deduce that
|bk|v ≤ |φ|ℓkv where ℓk is defined by ℓk = minm,n∈Z≥0{m + n; k1m + k2n = k}. Since
|k| ≤ |(k1, k2)|∞ℓk we see that for κ = κ(ν, 1) holds |ν|1 ≤ |φ||κ|/|(k1,k2)|∞v and the Lemma
follows. 
4.6. Transcendence. In this subsection we record a transcendence result that belongs
to the circle of classical transcendence results on Mahler functions. It is crucial for the
application of Theorem 7 to the proof of Theorem 1. As a direct consequence of work
of Nishioka or Corvaja and Zannier we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 8. (Ritt, Nishioka) Let f ∈ K[X] be a non-exceptional polynomial. For
α ∈ ∆∗Rv ∩Q, Ψ(α) is transcendental.
Proof. From the main theorem in [Rit26] follows that Ψ is not an algebraic function.
Now for v an archimedean place the present lemma follows from a theorem of Nishioka
(see for example [Nis96]). For a non-archimedean place we could perhaps trace the
steps of Nishioka’s proof and prove it in the non-archimedean case. However it also
follows almost directly from a result of Corvaja and Zannier [CZ02].
Namely if Ψ(α) is algebraic we have that Ψ(αd
n
) = f ◦n(Ψ(α)) lies in the same field.
We then apply Theorem 1 of their paper applied to the function Ψ(Rvz) and zdn =
R−1v α
dn . 
4.7. Proof of Proposition 4.1. Recall that we assume that |Φ(α)|v < Rdv. From
Lemma 8 follows that Φ(β) is a transcendental number for all β ∈ Oα. We start with a
solution (β1, β2) ∈ S2β ∩ C and let n be minimal such that f
◦n(β1) = f
◦n(β2) = f
◦n(β).
We then have that
β1 = Ψ(ζ1φ), β2 = Ψ(ζ2φ), φ = Φ(β)
where (ζ1, ζ2) ∈ G2m is of order N dividing d
n and it holds that 2n ≤ N . Thus we may
assume that N ≥ 17, since we are finished otherwise. Let Clower be the constant from
Lemma 4.8.
We set c = 1 − log 2
4 log d
and employing Lemma 4.4 we set (ζ1, ζ2) = (ζ
(1)
e ζ
k1
N , ζ
(2)
e ζ
k2
N ),
where ζN is a primitive N -th root of unity, ζ
(1)
e , ζ
(2)
e are e-th roots of unity (with e divid-
ing N), and |(k1, k2)|∞ ≤ N c/e. Moreover either |(k1, k2)|∞ > Clower or e ≤ CupperN1−c
for a constant Cupper depending only on C, α. We set ν = νs, where s = (ζ (1)e , ζ
(2)
e , k1, k2).
If k1 = 0 then Gal(Kv(ζN)/Kv(ζ
(1)
e )) fixes β1 while the Galois orbit of β2 is bounded
from below by (CG/Cupper)N
c. Hence N and the also n are bounded unless C is
special. Similarly if k2 = 0. Now if k1 = k2 then f
◦n(β1) = f
◦n(β2) for n such
that dn ≤ elog d/ log 2 ≤ C1N
1/4 (C1 = C
log d/ log 2
upper ). We deduce that the Galois orbit
of (β1, β2) is contained in the intersection of C and the curve of degree dn defined
by f ◦n(X) − f ◦n(Y ) = 0. Now the Galois orbit is bounded from below CGN and
thus it follows from Be´zout’s theorem that N is bounded unless C is a component of
f ◦n(X)− f ◦n(Y ) = 0 and thus special.
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From this point on we assume that C is not special and k1k2(k1 − k2) 6= 0. From
Theorem 8 and Theorem 7 follows that ν is not the zero-function. Moreover the function
ν is defined on the annululs A[1, r) with r ≥ c1/|(k1,k2)|∞v , where cv = R/|φ|v > 1.
We first note that
|(k1, k2)|∞ log r ≥ logR− log(|φ|v) ≥ −C1 log(|φ|v)
for a constant C1 depending only on α and v (actually R = Rv). Moreover from Lemma
4.11 follows that −κ(ν, 1) ≤ |(k1, k2)|∞ log |ν|1/ log(|φ|v). From Lemma 4.5 follows that
Z = |{x ∈ Kv; ν(x) = 0, |x|v = 1}| ≤ −κ(ν, 1)−
log |ν|1
log r
and thus
Z ≤ 2C1|(k1, k2)|∞ log |ν|1/ log(|φ|v).(11)
As |f ◦m(α)|v = |Φ(α)|d
m
v it holds that if |Φ(β)|v ≥ CO (with CO as in Lemma 4.7) then
m is bounded and thus also h(β) is bounded. Thus there exists a constant C4 depending
only on α, C such that either
− log |ν|1 ≤ −C2 log |φ|v + C3,(12)
for positive constants C2, C3 depending only on α, C, or h(β) ≤ C4. We assume from
now on that h(β) ≤ C4. If also |(k1, k2)|∞ ≤ Clower then it follows from Lemma 4.9 and
4.10 that either
Z ≤ C5e
log d/ log 2 ≤ C6N
1
4(13)
for a constant C6 depending only on α, C or − log |ν|1 ≤ −C2. However if |(k1, k2)|∞ >
Clower then it follows from Lemma 4.8 that again the inequality (12) holds. However
from either inequality (13) or (12) follows that
Z ≤ C7N
c/e
for a constant C7 depending only on α, C. On the other, Lemma 4.6 gives us that
Z ≥ C8N/e
for a constant C8 depending only on α, C. As c < 1, combining the last two inequalities
yields N ≤ C9 for C9 depending only on α and C. As N ≥ 2n we obtain a bound on n.
5. Connected Julia sets
In this section we assume that f ∈ C[X]\{0} (thus K = C) of degree d ≥ 2 and that
f is monic. We first recall the following invariants of the dynamical system
B∞ = {z ∈ C; |f
◦n(z)| → ∞, n→∞},
J = {z ∈ C; {f ◦n} is not a normal family in any neighbourhood of z}
where B∞ is called the bassin of infinity and J the Julia set of f . These sets are
invariants of the dynamical system (hence equal for all iterates of f) and for polynomials
are related by ∂B∞ = J . In this section, unless we indicate otherwise, we assume that
J is connected. This implies that Ψ is meromorphic on a disc of radius 1 [Mil06] and
we set
∆ = {z ∈ C; |z| < 1},∆∗ = ∆ \ {0}
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in this section. We moreover have that Ψ is a bi-holomorphism
Ψ : ∆∗ ≃ B∞
(and thus is a Riemann mapping of B∞ ∪ {∞}). We will make use of real analytic
properties of analytic functions so it is convenient to introduce some notation. For any
Laurent series F ∈ C((X1, . . . , Xn)) we set F h to be the Laurent series obtained by
complex conjugating the coefficients of F . For example if F is univariate and defines
a meromorphic function in some open disc about 0 then F h(z) = F (z) is the ususal
Schwarz reflection (with · denoting complex conjugation ). In what follows we define
for real s ≤ 1, Ss = {z ∈ C; |z| = s}. It is straightforward to see that for r > 0
Ψ(Sexp(−r)) = Lr.
In this section we consider an irreducible polynomial P ∈ C[X, Y ] \ {0} defining the
curve C. We assume that ∂XP∂Y P 6= 0. Moreover we assume that C has infinite
intersection with L2r for some r > 0 and we let φ = exp(−r). Since Lr, C are real
analytic sets we deduce that C ∩ L2r contains a real analytic connected arc. Thus we
obtain a real analytic curve (a1, a2) : (0, 1)→ S
1 such that
P (Ψ(a1φ),Ψ(a2φ)) = P
h(Ψh(ah1φ),Ψ
h(ah2φ)) = 0, t ∈ (0, 1).
Since ah1 = 1/a1, a
h
2 = 1/a2 we obtain that there is an analytic arc A ⊂ S
φ × Sφ such
that
P (Ψ(x),Ψ(y)) = P h(Ψh(φ2/x),Ψh(φ2/y)), for all (x, y) ∈ A.(14)
As our proofs rely on analytic continuation we are going to use paths frequently. For a
path γ : I → X into some complex analytic set X we denote by |γ| its support γ(I).
Here I is an interval (not necessarily open or closed) and we always assume that γ
is piecewise smooth. For a set U ⊂ C we denote by ∂U, U its boundary and closure
respectively. Further by Uh its complex conjugate.
We give a brief summary of the proof strategy in this section. Our proof goes by
constructing a pseudo-involution µ on the set
F = Ψ(A), A = {z ∈ C;φ2 < |z| < 1}.
By a pseudo-involution we mean an analytic map i : F → Fh such that i ◦ ih = id.
Using (14) we show that C intersects ∂F2 in a relatively open subset unless f is excep-
tional. More specifically, since F = Ψ(Sφ
2
)×J we will show then that either the smooth
boundary component Ψ(Sφ
2
) parametrizes a relatively open subset of J which implies
again that f is exceptional or C intersects Ψ(Sφ
2
) × Ψ(Sφ
2
) in infinitely many points.
We can then proceed inductively to construct infinitely many pseudo-involutions. This
construction allows us to use Schwarz’s lemma to show that the polynomial P defines
a “rotation” of B∞. We then use a theorem of Levin to show that this rotation is in
fact rational. However in order to show that this rotation defines a curve as defined in
Theorem 3 we also need to employ the classification of periodic curves by Medvedev
and Scanlon.
Our starting point for a proof of Theorem 3 is an observation on complex algebraic
curves.
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Lemma 5.1. Let U1, U2 ⊂ C be bounded open and connected. Let C be an irreducible
complex plane curve whose projection to each coordinate is a dominant map. We denote
the canonical projections to the affine coordinates π1, π2. Suppose that C(C) ∩ U1 × U2
is non-empty. If C(C) ∩ (∂U1 × U2 ∪ U1 × ∂U2) is empty then each path |γ| ⊂ U1 or
|γ| ⊂ U2 can be lifted to a path in C∩U1×U2 (via π1 respectively π2). Moreover the maps
πi : C ∩ U1 × U2 → U i, i = 1, 2 are surjective and π
−1
1 (∂U1) = π
−1
2 (∂U2) ⊂ ∂U1 × ∂U2.
If the boundaries ∂U1, ∂U2 do not contain isolated points and C ∩ (∂U1×U2∪U1×∂U2)
is non-empty then it contains infinitely many points.
Proof. For the first part of the statement, assume that C∩U1×U2 is non-empty and let
γ : [0, 1]→ U1 be a path such that γ(0) ∈ π1(C∩U1×U2). As C is connected we can lift
γ to a path γ˜ : [0, 1]→ C such that π2(γ˜(0)) ∈ U2 and as C ∩ (∂U1 ×U2 ∪U1 × ∂U2) is
empty, |π2 ◦ γ˜| ⊂ U2 by the intermediate value theorem. We can repeat the arguments
for a path in U2 and obtain the first part of the statement. As U1 is path connected we
can find for each boundary point of U1 a path γ as above with the endpoint being that
boundary point. This proves that π1, π2 surject onto the boundaries.
If (x0, y0) ∈ C ∩ ∂U1 × U2 then as ∂U1 does not contain isolated points, each neigh-
bourhood of x0 contains infinitely many points of ∂U1. Employing the implicit function
theorem or Puiseaux’s theorem we can find a non-constant analytic function h defined
on a neighbourhood of 0 and satisfying h(0) = x0 and a positive integer N such that
(h(x), y0 + x
N ) ∈ C(C) for x. We can find infinitely many x in any neighbourhood of
0 such that y0 + x
N ∈ ∂U1 and h(x) ∈ U1. This proves the claim. 
We define an analytic function µ on F by
µ(z) = Ψh(φ2/Φ(z)).
and we call µ a pseudo-involution as µ : F → Fh is bijective with µh ◦ µ = µ ◦ µh = id.
We can reformulate the relations (14) in terms of µ as
P (x, y) = P h(µ(x), µ(y)) = 0, for all (x, y) ∈ B(15)
where B = Ψ(A). We also note that J(fh) = Jh, B∞(fh) = Bh∞.
Lemma 5.2. µ has the property that for each sequence {xn}n ⊂ F such that limn xn =
x ∈ J it holds that every limit point y of {µ(xn)} satisfies y ∈ Ψh(SΦ
2
). Similarly for
each {xn}n ⊂ F such that limn xn = x ∈ Ψ(SΦ
2
) any limit point y of {µ(xn)}n satisfies
y ∈ Jh.
Proof. This follows from the fact that J is the boundary of B∞ and that B∞ = Ψ(∆
∗).

We will use the properties of µ that are outlined in Lemma 5.2 to deduce that the
existence of such an arc B (15) implies that f has to be exceptional. Our strategy is to
reduce this to the following theorem of Fatou that he proved in his seminal papers.
Theorem 9. ([Fat20, p.250]) If a relatively open subset of the Julia set of a rational
map f is the support of a smooth curve then f is conjugate to an exceptional polynomial.
We recall that P is the polynomial defining C and we set C0 to be the connected
component of C ∩ F2 containing B.
Lemma 5.3. Suppose there exists (x0, y0) ∈ C0∩(∂F × F ∪ F × ∂F) such that P (x0, y0) =
0. Then we can continue µ analytically to an open disc centred at a point x ∈ Ψ(Sφ
2
).
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Proof. We can assume that (x0, y0) ∈ ∂F × F and from the relation (15) as well as
Lemma 5.2 follows that we may assume that (x0, y0) ∈ Ψ(S
φ2) × F (up to replacing
P by P h and C0 by (µ, µ)(C0). As ∂F does not contain isolated points we can pick
(x0, y0) such that ∂Y P (x0, y0)∂Y P (x, µ(y0)) 6= 0 for all x such that P (x, µ(y0)) = 0. We
can pick an open disc D centred at x0 such that D \ Ψ(Sφ
2
) = D1 ∪ D2 with D1, D2
open and such that D1 ⊂ F , D2 ⊂ C \ F . Moreover such that there exists an analytic
function h on D with h(x0) = y0 and P (x, h(x)) = 0 for x ∈ D. We then have that
P (x, h(x)) = P h(µ(x), µ ◦ h(x)) = 0, x ∈ D1.
As y0 ∈ F , µ(y0) = µ ◦ h(x0) ∈ F . We set µ(x0) to be equal to a limit of points µ(xn)
where (xn)n is a sequence of points in D1 converging to x0. As ∂Y P (x, µ(y0)) 6= 0 for all
x satisfying P (x, y) = 0 there exists an analytic function h˜ on an open disc D˜ centred
at µ(y0) satisfying P (h˜(y), y) = 0 for all y ∈ D˜ and h˜(µ(y0)) = µ(x0). We can shrink
D such that µ ◦ h(D) ⊂ D˜. From the uniqueness of h˜ follows that
h˜ ◦ µ ◦ h(x) = µ(x)
for all x ∈ D1 and so h˜ ◦ µ ◦ h(x) is a continuation of µ to D. 
Lemma 5.4. Suppose we can continue µ analytically to an open disc centred at Ψ(Sφ
2
).
Then we can find a small disc D centred at x0 ∈ Ψ(Sφ
2
) with the following properties. It
holds that D\Ψ(Sφ
2
) = D1∪D2 with D1, D2 open such that D1 ⊂ F , D2 ⊂ Ψ(A(0, φ2)).
Moreover µ continues to D and µh to µ(D) and it holds that µh ◦ µ(z) = z on F ∪D.
Proof. The first part of the Lemma concerning the choice of D follows from the fact
that Ψ(Sφ
2
) is an analytic curve we can further choose D such that µ′(z) 6= 0 on D and
µ(D) is simply connected. Thus we can define µ−1 on µ(D) and as it holds that
µh(z) = µ−1(z), z ∈ µ(D1)
we can continue µh to µ(D) and so it holds that µh ◦ µ(z) = z on F ∪D. 
Corollary 5.1. Suppose we can continue µ analytically to a disc D centred at x0 ∈
Ψ(Sφ
2
). Then f is exceptional.
Proof. We can assume that D is as in the previous Lemma and we set D1, D2 as in the
previous Lemma. We first note that µ is injective on F ∪D as it has a global inverse.
Thus µ(D1) ⊂ Fh and µ(D2) ⊂ C \ Bh∞ as µ(F) = F
h and µ is injective. It follows
that µ(Ψ(Sφ
2
)∩D) = Jh∩µ(D) and the claim follows from Fatou’s theorem (Theorem
9). 
We turn to the case for which C0 ∩ ∂F × F ∪ F × ∂F is empty. With the following
Lemma we discard one case right away.
Lemma 5.5. Suppose that C0 ∩ ∂F × F ∪ F × ∂F as well as C0 ∩
(
Ψ(Sφ
2
)2 ∪ J2
)
is
empty. Then f is exceptional.
Proof. By Lemma 5.1 it holds that the projections π1, π2 from C0 ∩ F
2
to ∂F are
surjective. As ∂F = Ψ(Sφ
2
) × J ∪ J × Ψ(Sφ
2
) and our assumption it holds that
π2(π
−1
1 (Ψ(S
φ2))) = J . This implies that J is a finite union of points and analytic arcs.
However we can construct a smooth open of J concretely. For this fix y0 ∈ J such that
∂P (x, y0)∂Y P (x, y0) 6= 0 for all (x, y0) ∈ C2 satisfying P (x, y0) = 0.
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Let D be an open disc in a neighbourhood of y such that there exists n, open connected
sets U1, . . . , Un and analytic functions hi on Ui, i = 1, . . . , n such that
{(x, y) ∈ C2;P (x, y) = 0, y ∈ D} = {(x, hi(x)), x ∈ Ui}.
It holds that hi(Ui∩Ψ(Sφ
2
))∩hj(Uj∩Ψ(Sφ
2
)) is a finite union of points and analytic arcs
for i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Thus we can find a point y1 ∈ D ∩ J and an open neighbourhood
U of y1 such that U ∩ J is parametrized by an analytic curve. The Lemma now follows
from Fatou’s theorem.

Before we proceed we record a Lemma that is a more or less straightforward conse-
quence of Schwarz Lemma.
Lemma 5.6. Let G be an analytic non-zero function in two variables on ∆2. Suppose
that there exists a sequence of circles Sn whose radius rn tends to 0 as n tends to infinity
such that for all n ∈ Z≥0, G(x, y) = 0 for infinitely many (x, y) ∈ S2n. Then there exists
a complex number θ ∈ S1 such that G(x, θx) = 0 identically.
Proof. Firstly by continuity G(0, 0) = 0. We may assume that G is irreducible [Zol06]
and then by Puiseax’s theorem as given in Lemma 6.2 there exists an analytic function
h in a neighbourhood U0 of 0 and a positive integer N such that (x
N , h(x)), x ∈ U0
parametrizes a neighbourhood of 0 of the zero-set of G. For n large enough Sn is
contained in U0 and we may renumber Sn such that all of them are. We have that for
each n ≥ 0 there are infinitely many xn ∈ C with |xn| = r1/Nn and for which
|h(xn)| = rn
holds. By analytic continuation this then holds for all x of absolute value r
1
N
n . Thus
writing h in polar coordinates (r, ω) we have ∂ωh(r0, ω0) = 0 for all (r0, ω) ∈ {rn, n ∈
Z≥0} × [0, 2π) and we deduce that ∂ω|h(r, ω)| = 0 identically. We also have |h(r, ω)| =
|h(r)| = rN for infinitely r and so |h(r)| = rN identically by analyticity. However
this also implies that h(z) = zN (1 + O(z)) and so h = h˜N for an analytic function
h˜(z) satisfying h˜(0) = 0. This contradicts irreducibility if N ≥ 2 and we deduce that
|h(z)| = |z|. By Schwarz’s Lemma h(z) = θz for some θ ∈ S1. 
Now we come to the final proposition of this subsection.
Proposition 5.1. Suppose that f is not exceptional and let P,B be as in (15). There
exists θ ∈ S1 such that
P (Ψ(z),Ψ(θz)) = 0
identically.
Proof. By Lemma 5.3 and Corollary 5.1 and our assumption on f to be non-exceptional
we may assume that C0 ∩ (∂F × F ∪ F × ∂F) is empty. By Lemma 5.5 and Lemma
5.2 it holds that C0∩Ψ(Sφ
2
)2 or Ch0 ∩Ψ
h(Sφ
2
)2 is non-empty. We first assume that the
former holds. As Ψ(Sφ
2
) is connected and C0 ∩ (∂F ×F ∪ F × ∂F) is empty we can
find infinitely many points in C0∩Ψ(Sφ
2
)2 and thus an analytic arc B1 in C0∩Ψ(Sφ
2
)2.
If C
h
0∩Ψ
h(Sφ
2
)2 is non-empty we can use the same arguments to prove that this contains
an analytic arc. However complex conjugating the arc we see that then also C0∩Ψ(Sφ
2
)2
contains an analytic arc.
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We can repeat all of the above arguments with φ replaced by φ2 to deduce that there
is an analytic arc in C ∩ Ψ(Sφ
4
) × Ψ(Sφ
4
). We can continue inductively and deduce
that C ∩ Ψ(Sφ
2N
) × Ψ(Sφ
2N
) contains a (connected) analytic arc BN for all integers
N ≥ 0. Thus setting G(x, y) = xdegX PydegY PP (Ψ(x),Ψ(y)) in Lemma 5.6 we finish the
proof. 
5.1. Roations of the bassin of infinity. In this subsection we prove the following
Lemma.
Lemma 5.7. Suppose that f is not an exceptional polynomial with connected Julia set
and suppose that there exists an irreducible polynomial P ∈ C[X, Y ]\{0} and a complex
number θ of absolute value 1 such that P (Ψ(z),Ψ(θz)) = 0 for all z ∈ ∆. Then θ is a
root of unity.
We assume that θ is not a root of unity and then construct a non-trivial family of
symmetries of the Julia set J(f) of f and by a theorem of Levin [Lev91, Theorem 1] and
Douady and Hubbard [DH93] the existence of such a family implies that f is exceptional.
Proof of Lemma 5.7. In what follows we will assume that θ is not a root of unity and
derive a contradiction. We first note that the partial derivatives of P don’t vanish
identically. Otherwise Ψ would be a constant function. We denote by hθ the function
hθ(z) = Ψ(θΦ(z))
and by assumption hθ is an algebraic function that can be continued to some disc
centred at a point of J(f). Thus we can continue hθ as an analytic function to an
open disc D centred at x ∈ J . Choosing D small enough hθ is bi-holomorphic onto its
image. Clearly hθ(D) ∩ B∞ is open and non-empty and hence we can continue hθ−1
to hθ(D) using the relation h
−1
θ (z) = hθ−1(z) for z ∈ hθ(D) ∩ B∞. It follows that
hθ(D ∩ C \ B∞) ⊂ C \ B∞ since hθ−1(B∞) = B∞. As also hθ(B∞) = B∞ we have
hθ(D ∩ J) = hθ(D) ∩ J . Thus hθ is a symmetry of J .
As the repelling periodic points of f are dense in J we may assume that the centre of
D, x0 say, is a repelling fixed point of f (after possibly replacing f by an iterate of f).
Thus there exists a holomorphic function F such that
f(F (z)) = F (λz), F (0) = x0, F
′(0) = 1, |λ| > 1.
There exists a disc D0 about 0 such that F (D0) ⊂ D and F is bi-holomorphic onto
its image. Setting U = F (D0) we see that a branch of the inverse of f defined by
f−1(z) = F (λ−1F−1(z)) is well-defined on U and it satisfies f−1(U) ⊂ U . Thus we can
define hθd(z) on U by
hθd(z) = f ◦ hθ ◦ f
−1(z).
As hθ(J ∩ U) = hθ(U) ∩ J and J is completely invariant under f we have that
hθd(U ∩ J) = hθd(U) ∩ J . Thus the inductively constructed family H = {gn}n≥0 with
gn+1 = f ◦ gn ◦ f−1(z), g0 = hθ is a family of symmetries of J . Now we prove that H is
a normal family.
We have that U ∩ B∞ ⊂ V = {gf(z) ≤ t} for some fixed t > 0 and thus that
gn(U ∩ B∞) ⊂ V for all n ≥ 0. We also proved above that gn(C \ B∞) ⊂ C \ B∞ and
thus gn(U) ⊂ V for all n ≥ 0 and thus gn is uniformly bounded on U . By Montel’s
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theorem the family H is a normal family. By Levin’s theorem [Lev91] and [DH93], f is
exceptional. 
The next lemma is an addendum to the previous one but it uses the precise clas-
sification of periodic varieties in the work of Medvedev and Scanlon [MS14]. For the
following Lemma we do not assume that the Julia set of f is connected.
Lemma 5.8. Suppose that f is a non-exceptional polynomial of degree d ≥ 2 and
suppose that there exists an irreducible polynomial P ∈ C[X, Y ]\{0} and a root of unity
θ such that P (Ψ(z),Ψ(θz)) = 0 for all z ∈ ∆R. Then there exists a linear polynomial
L commuting with an iterate f ◦M of f such that P divides f ◦M(X)− L ◦ f ◦M(Y ).
Proof. We first note that if θ ∈ µd∞ we can set L(X) = X and we are finished. We
now assume that θ /∈ µd∞ . As Ψ(z),Ψ(θz) are algebraically dependent so are Ψ(zd
n
) =
f ◦n(Ψ(z)),Ψ(θd
n
zd
n
) = f ◦n(Ψ(θz)) for every n ∈ Z≥0. Thus picking n large enough we
may assume that the order of θ˜ = θd
n
is co-prime to d (but larger than 1) and there
exists an irreducible non-zero polynomial P˜ such that P˜ (f ◦n(Ψ(z)), f ◦n(Ψ(θz)) = 0.
As θ˜ has order co-prime to d there exists N ≥ 1 such that θ˜d
N
= θ˜. We deduce that
the curve defined by P˜ is invariant under the coordinate action of f ◦N . By [MS14,
Theorem 6.24] there exists ℓ ∈ Z≥0, a polynomial h of positive degree and a linear
polynomial L commuting with f ◦N such that up to a constant P˜ = Y − L ◦ h◦ℓ(X) or
P˜ = X−L◦h◦ℓ(Y ). We may assume the former and if ℓ ≥ 1 it follows that the function
L ◦ h◦ℓ(X) = Ψ(θ˜Φ(X))
has meromorphic continuation to∞ where it has a superattracting fixed point of degree
at least 2. Since Ψ is 1-1 at infinity we get a contradiction and so ℓ = 0 and we obtain
that P˜ = y − L(X) for L a linear polynomial satisfying L ◦ f ◦N = f ◦N ◦ L. Setting
M = N + n we conclude the proof. 
5.2. Proof of Theorem 3 for connected Julia sets. We recall that we may assume
that C is defined by a polynomial P that satisfies ∂XP∂Y P 6= 0. If C intersects L2r in
infinitely many points we can find B as in (15). From Proposition 5.1 and Lemma 5.7
we deduce that P (Ψ(z),Ψ(θz)) = 0 identically on ∆ for some θ ∈ µ∞. Finally Lemma
5.8 finishes the proof.
6. Disconnected Julia sets
In this section we consider as in the last section a monic complex polynomial f ∈ C[X]
of degree d ≥ 2. However in this section we suppose that its Julia set is disconnected.
(In particular f is non-exceptional.) If the Julia set of f is disconnected then the bassin
of infinity B∞ contains a critical point of f . Thus it is useful to define
Ccrit = {c ∈ B∞; f
′(c) = 0}.
and the inverse images
Cn = f
−◦n(Ccrit), C∞ = ∪n≥0Cn.
We can compute R using Ccrit. Namely
R = min{exp(−gf (c)); c ∈ Ccrit}
and it is immediate that we can continue Ψ analytically to ∆R using the relation
Ψ(zd) = f(Ψ(z))
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but not to a larger disc. But we can continue Ψ along certain paths beyond ∆R but
not as a global analytic function. In order to describe the situation more precisely we
introduce some terminology. We denote by ∆∗R = ∆R \ {0} and by ∆
∗
n = ∆
∗
R1/dn
. We
define an auxilliary set
En = {z ∈ C; Ψ(z
dn) = f ◦nc(c) for some c ∈ Ccrit}
where nc ∈ Z≥1 is minimal among the integers n such that f
◦n(c) ∈ Ψ(∆∗R). For a
non-negative integer n we define the set Sn to be the local analytic functions Ψ˜ on
Dn = ∆
∗
n \ Un, where Un = {ζz; z ∈ ∪
n
m=1Em, ζ ∈ µdn}, that satisfy
Ψ(zd
n
) = f ◦n(Ψ˜(z)).(16)
Note that the left hand side of (16) is a well-defined analytic function. We can inter-
pret Ψ˜ as the algebraic function f−◦n(Y ) in the variable Y = Ψ(zd
n
). Note that we can
restrict the solutions to ∆∗0 = ∆
∗
R where they are analytic and we see that a complete
set of solutions of (16) is given by the set of functions {Ψ(ζz); ζ ∈ µdn}.
From the interpretation of Ψ˜ as an algebraic function in Ψ(z) we see that each
function element on Dn is given by a triple (ζ,D, γ) where D is an open disc in Dn, γ
a path from ∆0 to D and the function Ψ˜ on D is the continuation of Ψ(ζz) from ∆0
to D along γ. Moreover at each point z0 ∈ En restricting a function element Ψ˜ to a
disc D centred at z0 we obtain a Puiseaux expansion of Ψ˜ converging on D and a well
defined value Ψ˜(z0). As each function element Ψ˜ is a continuation of Ψ(ζz) for some
ζ ∈ µdn it follows that continuing Ψ˜ along a simple closed loop around z0 sends Ψ˜(z)
to Ψ˜(ζz) for some ζ ∈ µdn where Ψ˜(ζz) is given by the triple (ζζ1, D, γ) when Ψ˜ is
given by (ζ1, D, γ). Now if Ψ˜(z0) ∈ Cn then the monodromy action given by loops in
D around z0 we just described is non-trivial. We can say something a bit more precise
for continuations of Ψ to Dn. For this we define the set Sn,Ψ to be the set of locally
analytic functions on Dn that are continuations of Ψ. Clearly Sn,Ψ ⊂ Sn and we will
write Ψ for a continuation of Ψ to ∆n. We have the following Lemma.
Lemma 6.1. Let Ψ be a continuation of Ψ (on ∆0) along a path in Dn to a small disc
D˜ centred at z0 ∈ En (as an algebraic function of Ψ(zd
n
)) and suppose that Ψ(z0) ∈ Cn.
Continuing Ψ restricted to a disc D ⊂ D˜ \ {z0} along a small loop around z0 sends
Ψ(z) to Ψ(ζz) for ζ ∈ µd∞ of order at least 2n.
Proof. We prove this by induction on n. First consider
Ψ(zd) = f(Ψ(zd))
on ∆1 and recall that S1,Ψ ⊂ S1. Now if Ψ(z0) ∈ C1 then f ′(Ψ(z0)) = 0 and thus
the monodromy action on Ψ˜ is non-trivial. It follows that continuing Ψ along a simple
closed loop around z0 sends Ψ(z) to Ψ(ζz) where ζ ∈ µd is of order at least 2.
Now consider
Ψ(zd
n
) = f ◦n(Ψ(z))
on ∆n for n ≥ 2 and z0 ∈ En such that Ψ(z0) ∈ Cn (for the continuation that we
consider). Making the substitution w = zd it follows from Ψ(zd) = f(Ψ(z)) that
Ψ(zd
n
) = f ◦n−1(Ψ(zd)). Noting that zd0 ∈ En−1,Ψ(z
d
0) ∈ Cn−1 we deduce that continu-
ing Ψ(w) around z0 sends Ψ(w) to ζ1w with ζ1 ∈ µdn−1 of order at least 2
n−1. Moreover
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continuing Ψ around z0 sends Ψ(z) to Ψ(ζ2z) with ζ2 ∈ µdn . From Ψ(zd) = f(Ψ(z))
follows that Ψ(ζ1z
d) = Ψ(ζd2z
d) and thus ζd2 = ζ1 and ζ2 has order at least 2
n. 
6.1. Puiseaux expansions. As we will be using Puiseaux’s theorem in a lot of the
proofs we give the version we are going to use as a Lemma.
Lemma 6.2. (Puiseaux) Let G be an analytic function on ∆2 that satisfies G(0, 0) = 0.
There exists an integer N ≥ 1 and ǫ > 0 such that for any integer M divisible by
N and any analytic function w : D → ∆ǫ where D is a disc about a point x0 ∈ C,
that satisfies w(x0) = 0 and whose first M − 1 derivatives vanish at x0 there exists an
analytic function hw on D such that G(w(x), hw(x)) = 0 for all x ∈ D.
Proof. This follows from [Zol06, The Puiseax Theorem p.28]. We only need to note
that w sends simple loops about x0 to loops winding M times about 0. 
We will describe the Puiseaux expansions of Ψ a bit more concretely in what follows.
Lemma 6.3. At each point z0 ∈ ∆∗n and each w0 ∈ {f
−◦n(Ψ(zd
n
0 ))} there exists a
disc D about z0, a positive integer N , and an analytic function ΨN on D such that
S = {z ∈ D; (z0 + (z − z0)
N ,ΨN(z))} is the set of (z, w) ∈ C
2 such that
Ψ(zd
n
)− f ◦n(w) = 0, (z0, w0) ∈ S.
Proof. Setting G = Ψ(zd
n
) − f ◦n(w) in Lemma 6.2 we obtain the claim after noting
that the zero-set of G is smooth and irreducible in a neighbourhood of each point
(z0, w0) ∈ (∆
∗
n)
2.

Similarly as in the previous section we define
F =
⋃
n≥0
f−◦n(Ψ(A(φ2, φ)).
Recall that φ ∈ ∆R ∩R. For any a < b we define A(a, b) = {z ∈ C; a < |z| < b}. There
exists ǫ > 0 such that the function µ defined by
µ(X) = Ψh(φ2/Φ(X))
is well-defined on Ψ(A(φ − ǫ, φ + ǫ)). We start this section by investigating various
properties of this function. From the discussion of the last section already follows that
it can not be defined globally on B∞ but we can make sense of it as a locally defined
function on paths. We have the following Lemma.
Lemma 6.4. Let γ : [0, 1) → F be a path with γ(0) ∈ Ψ(Sφ). We can continue µ
along this path and µ|γ| is continuous and has a Puiseax expanison at each point of |γ|.
Moreover we can continue µh along µ ◦ γ such that it holds that µh ◦ µ(z) = z on |γ|.
Proof. It is clear that the claim is true for γ restricted to [0, T ) for some T > 0. We
pick T maximal such that the claim is true and are going to show that T = 1. We
prove this by contradiction. Suppose that T < 1. Then γ(T ) = x0 ∈ F and µ has a
Puiseaux expansion at x0. Let D be the disc at which the function ΨN in Lemma 6.3
is analytic. Moreover µh has a Puiseaux expansion at µ(x0) where the value µ(x0) is
well-defined by the definition of the Puiseaux expansion. We can shrink D such that
µ(D) is contained in a disc on which the Puiseaux expansion of µh at µ(x0) converges.
Let T ′ < T be such that γ(T ′) ∈ ∂D and such that γ(t) /∈ ∂D for any T ′ < t < T .
Then we can continue µ along any path that consists of γ restricted to [0, T ′] composed
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with any path in D \ {x0}. Along any such path it holds that µh ◦ µ(z) = z. For D
sufficiently small D ∩ |γ| consists of two connected open components D1, D2 and µ is
analytic on D1 and µ
h is analytic on µ(D1). On D1 it holds that µ
h ◦ µ(z) = z and
then by continuity also on |γ| if we continue µ to |γ| from D1. Thus we can continue µ
with the properties demanded of the Lemma to γ restricted to [0, T
′′
) with T ′′ > T . A
contradiction. 
Lemma 6.5. Let P1, P2 ∈ C[X, Y ] and suppose that there exists a non-constant analytic
function h in a neighbourhood of x0 ∈ Ψ(S
φ) such that
P1(x, h(x)) = P2(µ(x), µ(h(x))) = 0(17)
and h(x0) = y0 ∈ Ψ(Sφ). Suppose there is a path γ : [0, 1) → F × F with γ(0) =
(x0, y0) ∈ Ψ(Sφ)2 and such that P1 ◦ γ = 0. Then for any continuation of (µ, µ) along
γ it holds that P2(µ(x), µ(y)) = 0 for all (x, y) ∈ |γ|.
Proof. Let T be maximal such that the claim is true for γ restricted to [0, T ). By
assumption T > 0 and we are going to show that T = 1. If T < 1 then γ(T ) ∈ F and
we can set x0 = γ(T ) for x0 as in Lemma 6.4. By Lemma 6.2 and Lemma 6.4 there
exists a positive integer N , analytic functions hN , µN1 in a neighbourhood of x0 and an
analytic function µN2 in a neighbourhood of h(x0) as well as ǫ > 0 such that
µN1(y) = µ(x0 + (y − x0)
N), hN(y) = h(x0 + (y − x0)
N), µN2(hN (y)) = µ(h(y0 + (x− y0)
N))
for all y satisfying x0 + (y − y0)N ∈ γ(T − ǫ, T ). Thus we can continue (18) by
P1(y0 + (y − y0)
N , hN(y)) = P2(µ˜N(y), µ˜N(hN (y))) = 0
to a neighbourhood of x0. This is a contradiction. 
Now we record an analogue of Lemma 5.2.
Lemma 6.6. Let γ : [0, 1] → F be a path such that γ([0, 1)) ⊂ F and γ(0) ∈
Ψ(Sφ), γ(1) ∈ Ψ(Sφ
2
). Then for any limit point c of µ◦γ(t) as t→ 1 it holds that c ∈ Jh.
Moreover for any path γ : [0, 1]→ F with γ([0, 1)) ⊂ F and γ(0) ∈ Ψ(Sφ), γ(1) ∈ J we
have that for any limit point c of µ ◦ γ it holds that c ∈ Ψh(Sφ
2
).
Proof. This follows from Lemma 6.4. 
6.2. Analytic continuation. We assume that for exp(−r) = φ, C ∩ L2r contains an
analytic arc A. We let C0 be the connected component of C ∩ F2 containing A. We
recall that relation (15) holds on A. Now we prove an analogue of Lemma 5.3 for
disconnected Julia sets.
Lemma 6.7. Suppose that C0 ∩ ∂F × F ∪ F × ∂F is not empty. Then there exists
x0 ∈ Ψ(Sφ
2
) such that we can continue µ analytically along a path γ : [0, 1]→ F with
γ([0, 1)) ⊂ F , γ(0) ∈ Ψ(Sφ), γ(1) = x0.
Proof. We frist note that we can continue µ to a point on Ψ(Sφ
2
) if and only if we can
continue µh to a point on Ψh(Sφ
2
).
From the relation (15) and Lemma 6.5 follows that there exists a path γ˜ : [0, 1] →
F
2
, γ˜(0) ∈ Ψ(Sφ)2, γ(1) ∈ ∂F × ∂F such that
P (x, y) = P (µ ◦ x, µ ◦ y) = 0
for all (x, y) ∈ |γ˜| and by Lemma 6.4 it follows that P (µh ◦x, µh ◦ y) = P h(x, y) = 0 for
all (x, y) ∈ µ ◦ γ˜. (Here we have taken the appropriate continuations of µh as described
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in Lemma 6.4). Thus up to replacing P by P h and permuting (x, y) we may assume
that there exists (x0, y0) ∈ C0 ∩ Ψ(S
φ2) × F and as Ψ(Sφ
2
) does not contain isolated
points and F is open we may even assume that ∂Y P (x0, y0)∂XP (x, µ(y0)) 6= 0 for all x
such that P (x, µ(y0)) = 0. Thus there exists an analytic function g on a disc D centred
at x0 such that
P (x, g(x)) = P h(µ(x), µ ◦ g(x)) = 0
for all x ∈ D1 ⊂ F , where D1 is such that D\Ψ(Sφ
2
) = D1∪D2 with D2 ⊂ B∞\F . Let
µ0 be some limit point of µ(x) for x→ x0, x ∈ D1. There exists an analytic function g˜
on a disc D˜ centred at µ ◦ g(x0) such that g˜(µ ◦ g(x0)) = µ0 and P h(g˜(z), z) = 0 for all
z ∈ D˜. We can shrink D sufficiently such that µ ◦ g(D) ⊂ D˜ and we see that g˜ ◦ µ ◦ g
is a continuation of µ to D. 
We get as a direct consequence of the previous Lemma the analogue of Corollary 5.1.
Corollary 6.1. The set C0 ∩ (∂F × F ∪ F × ∂F) is empty.
Proof. Suppose for contradiction that C0 ∩ (∂F ×F ∪ F × ∂F) is not empty. By
Lemma 6.7 we can continue µ analytically to a disc D centred at a point of Ψ(Sφ
2
).
We first note that it is sufficient to show that there exists x0 ∈ D such that µ(x0) ∈ C∞.
For if that is true then there exists n such that f ◦n
′
(x0) = 0 and as f
◦n(Ψ(φ2/Φ(X))) =
Ψ(φ2d/Φd(X)) we obtain that the equation f ◦n(z) = w as an analytic solution z = g(w)
satisfying g(f ◦n(x0)) = x0. This contradicts f
◦n′(x0) = 0.
Now Φ(D) contains an open disc D′ centred at a point of Sφ
2
and φ2/Φ(D′) contains
an open set U of the form U = {r exp(2πiǫ); r1 < r < 1, ǫ ∈ I} for some open interval
I ⊂ (0, 1). It is clear that for n large enough the set {zd
n
; z ∈ U} contains an annulus
A0 of the form A0 = {z ∈ C; r′1 < |z| < r
′
2} for some r
′
1 < R < r
′
2 and then we can
deduce that there exists z0 ∈ U such that f ◦n(Ψ(z0)) = Ψ(zd
n
0 ) = c0 with f
′(c0) = 0.
This implies that Ψ(z0) ∈ C∞ and we are finished. 
Now we need an analogue of Lemma 5.5.
Lemma 6.8. Suppose that C0 ∩ (∂F ×F ∪ F × ∂F) is empty. Then C0 ∩ (Ψ(S
φ2)×
Ψ(Sφ
2
) ∪ J2) is non-empty.
Proof. Suppose for contradiction that C0 ∩ (Ψ(Sφ
2
)×Ψ(Sφ
2
)∪ J2) is empty. As in the
proof of Lemma 5.5 we deduce from Lemma 5.1 that J = π2(π
−1
1 (Ψ(S
φ2))∩C0) and in
particular that J has finitely many connected components. This contradicts the fact
that J has infinitely (in fact uncountably) many connected components. 
Now we prove an analogue of proposition 5.1 and the proof is in fact quite similar.
Proposition 6.1. Let f be, as above, a polynomial with disconnected Julia set and P be
such that there exists B as in (15). Then there exists θ ∈ S1 such that P (Ψ(z),Ψ(θz)) =
0 for z ∈ ∆R.
Proof. We first recall that by Corollary 6.1 C0 ∩ (∂F ×F ∪ F × ∂F) is empty and
thus also C
h
0 ∩
(
∂Fh ×Fh ∪ Fh × ∂Fh
)
is empty. From Lemma 6.8 follows that
C0 ∩ (Ψ(Sφ
2
) × Ψ(Sφ
2
) ∪ J2) is non-empty. We now prove that C ∩ Ψ(Sφ
2
)2 contains
an analytic arc. From Lemma 5.2 we deduce that C0 ∩ Ψ(Sφ
2
)2 or C
h
0 ∩ Ψ
h(Sφ
2
)2 is
non-empty. However those two conditions are equivalent which can be seen by applying
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complex conjugation and as Ψ(Sφ
2
) is connected we deduce that C ∩ Ψ(Sφ
2
)2 contains
infinitely many points and thus an analytic arc.
We may finish the proof as in the proof of Proposition 5.1. 
Now we prove the analogue of Lemma 5.7 for f with disconnected Julia set.
Lemma 6.9. Let f be a polynomial with disconnected Julia set and suppose there exists
θ ∈ S1 and an irreducible polynomial P ∈ C[X, Y ] \ {0}such that P (Ψ(z),Ψ(θz)) = 0
for z ∈ ∆R. Then θ ∈ µ∞.
Proof. We first note prove that we may assume that there exists N ∈ Z≥0 such that for
all n ≥ N it holds that if z ∈ En then θz /∈ En. Suppose to the contrary that there exist
infinitely many n ∈ Z≥1 such that there exists z ∈ En with θz ∈ En. It follows that
zd
n
, (θz)d
n
∈ {Φ(f ◦nc(c)); c ∈ Ccrit} and so θd
n
is contained in a finite set independent
of n for infinitely many n. It follows that θ ∈ µ∞.
We assume now that N as described above exists. We can then pick n such that
2n > deg(P ) and continue the relation P (Ψ(z),Ψ(θz)) = 0 to some z0 ∈ En such that
for the continuation of Ψ(z) holds Ψ(z0) ∈ Cn. By Lemma 6.1 continuing Ψ(z) along
a small simple loop around z0 sends Ψ(z) to Ψ(ζz) with ζ ∈ µdn of order at least 2
n.
Thus we obtain P (Ψ(ζz),Ψ(θz)) = 0. Now we can continue this relation to ζ−1z0 and
continue it along a small loop around ζ−1z0. As ζ
−1z0 ∈ En, θζ−1z0 /∈ En and thus we
obtain P (Ψ(ζ2z),Ψ(θz)) = 0. We can continue this procedure with ζ replaced by ζ2
and then continue inductively to obtain P (Ψ(ζ iz),Ψ(z)) = 0, i = 0, 1, . . . , 2n − 1. As
2n > deg(C) we deduce that ∂XP = 0 which contradicts the fact that Ψ is non-constant.

6.3. Proof of Theorem 3 for polynomials with disconnected Julia sets.
Proof. We deduce Theorem 3 from Proposition 6.1 and Lemma 5.7 as well as Lemma
5.8. 
6.4. Proof of Theorem 4. If Lr contains a semi-algebraic curve then so does f
◦n(Lr)
and thus we may assume that Lr ⊂ ∆R and that Lr = Ψ(Sφ). Applying complex
conjugation and arguing similarly as in the deduction of the relation (15) we deduce
that there exists a polynomial P ∈ C[X, Y ] \ {0} such that P (X,µ(X)) = 0 identically.
Thus we can continue µ analytically to a point on Ψ(Sφ
2
) and deduce from Corollary
5.1 or the proof of Corollary 6.1 that f is exceptional.
7. Proof of Theorem 1
In this section we collect the results from previous sections.
In order to deduce Theorem 1 from Proposition 4.1 and Theorem 3 we need the following
straightforward Lemma.
Lemma 7.1. Let f ∈ C[X] be a monic polynomial of degree d ≥ 2. Suppose L is a
linear polynomial commuting with f and let Φ be the Bo¨ttcher coordinate of f . Then
Φ(L(z)) = ζΦ(z)
for ζ ∈ µd−1.
Proof. We note that as L ◦ f ◦ L−1 = f , Φ ◦ L(f) = (Φ ◦ L)d. Thus Φ ◦ L is a Bo¨ttcher
coordinate for f and the Lemma follows from the fact that Bo¨ttcher coordinates are
unique up to multiplication by a d− 1-th root of 1 [Mil06]. 
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Proof of Theorem 1. We already noted that there exists a place v of K such that
|f ◦n(α)|v → ∞ as n → ∞. We also remarked that the theorem for α follows from
the theorem for f ◦n(α) thus we may assume that α ∈ Ψ(∆R) where R is the conver-
gence radius of zΨ(z) at the place v. If v is finite then Theorem 1 follows directly from
Proposition 4.1. If however the place v is infinite then assuming that the curve C has
infinite intersection with S2α, it also has infinite intersection with L
2
r for some r > 0
such that Lr ⊂ Ψ(∆R). From Theorem 3 follows that C is a component of a curve
defined by a particular equation. In order to infer Theorem 1 it remains to show that
if C is a component of the curve defined by f ◦n(X)−L◦ f ◦n(Y ) = 0 with L commuting
with f ◦n, then L(Y ) = Y . From Lemma 7.1 and the fact that Φ is bi-jective follows
that L ◦ Φ = ζΦ for ζ ∈ µdn−1 \ {1}. Now if C is a component of the curve defined by
f ◦n(X)− L ◦ f ◦n(Y ) = 0 then it holds that Φ(x) = ζζ˜Φ(y) with ζ˜ ∈ µdn for all points
(x, y) ∈ C(C). However this implies that if x ∈ Sα then y /∈ Sα. Thus C ∩S2 = ∅ which
contradicts our assumption that this intersection is infinite. 
8. Proof of Theorem 2
In this section we assume that C is not special and that α ∈ Ψ(∆∗Rv) for some finite
place v ofK of good reduction that is co-prime to d. For an element (β1, β2) ∈ G2α∩C(Q)
we set n1, m1, n2, m2 to be the minimal positive integers such that
f ◦n1(β1) = f
◦m1(α),(18)
f ◦n2(β2) = f
◦m2(α).(19)
The proof goes by bounding n1, n2, m1, m2 in several steps. In what follows we set
ℓ1 = m1 − n1, ℓ2 = m2 − n2.
We start with an observation on pre-periodic curves.
Lemma 8.1. If C is pre-periodic under (f, f) and C ∩G2α is non-empty, then there exist
n,m such that C is a component of the zero-locus of f ◦n(X)− f ◦m(Y ). By
Proof. After replacing C by an iterate (f ◦k, f ◦k)(C) we may assume that C is periodic
under (f, f). By [MS14, Theorem 6.24] there exists a linear polynomial L commuting
with an iterate of f and a polynomial h satisfying h◦ℓ = f such that C is the zero-locus
of Y − L ◦ h(X) (up to permuting X and Y ). If G2α ∩ C is non-empty then taking the
v-adic absolute value we see that deg(h) is a power of d and thus ℓ = 1. Moreover by
Lemma 7.1 we have that Φ(L(X)) = θΦ(X) where θ is a root of unity of order co-prime
to d. It follows as in the proof of Theorem 1 that L(X) = X. 
Next, we collect some facts about Kummer extensions.
8.1. Kummer extensions. We first note that as |d|v = 1 the extension Kv(µd∞)/Kv
is an unramified extension. In particular the value group of Kv(µd∞) is the same as the
value group of Kv. It is straightforward to check that for a ∈ Kv it holds that
[Kv(a
1/dn , µd∞) : Kv(µd∞)] = |(Kv(a
1/dn , µd∞))
∗/(Kv(µd∞))
∗|(20)
where the right hand side is the cardinality of the index as multiplicative groups. We
get the following immediately.
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Lemma 8.2. Let K,α, φ be as in the previous sections and d as above. There exists a
constant CKum > 0 depending only on α,K such that
[Kv(µd∞,Φ(α)
1/M) : Kv(µd∞)] ≥ CKumM
for any integer M dividing a power of d.
Proof. As Φ(α) ∈ Kv and the value group of Kv(µd∞) is the same as the one of Kv the
Lemma follows from (20). 
As a consequence of these observations we obtain the following Lemma.
Lemma 8.3. There exists a constant Cmin > 0 such that |min{ℓ1, 0} − min{ℓ2, 0}| ≤
Cmin.
Proof. We may assume that ℓ1 < ℓ2 and note that from the above follows that there is
a constant CP > 0 such that [Kv(β1, µd∞) : Kv(β2, µd∞)] ≥ CPd|min{ℓ1,0}−min{ℓ2,0}| and
as C is not special the claim follows. 
8.2. Heights. For the canonical height hˆf associated to f holds that
hˆf (β1) = d
m1−n1hˆf (α)(21)
hˆf (β2) = d
m2−n2hˆf (α).(22)
We denote by d1, d2 the degree of the coordinate functions of C respectively. By a
theorem of Ne´ron the following height inequality holds between the coordinates of a
curve.
|d1h(x)− d2h(y)| ≤ c
√
1 + min{h(x), h(y)}(23)
where (x, y) ∈ C(Q) and c = c(C) depends only on C.
We can deduce the following Lemma quite quickly from the above facts.
Lemma 8.4. There exists a constant Cm depending only on C, α such that |max{ℓ1, 0}−
max{ℓ2, 0}| ≤ Cm.
Proof. There exists a constant cf depending only of f such that |h(z)− hˆf(z)| ≤ cf for
all z ∈ Q
∗
. Here h is the usual logarithmic Weil height. Now combine the equalities
(21), (22) with (23). 
In the proof of the next Lemma we make use of [GNY19, Theorem 2.1].
Lemma 8.5. There exists a positive constant CB depending only on C, α such that
max{m1 − n1, m2 − n2} ≥ −CB.
Proof. From [GNY19, Theorem 1.5] and (21), (22) follows that unless C is pre-periodic
under (f, f), there exists a constant c > 0 depending only on C such that hˆf(β1) +
hˆf(β2) ≥ c. From (21), (22) follows immediately that max{m1 − n1, m2 − n2} ≥ −CB
for some positive constant CB. 
As a corollary of Lemma 8.3, 8.4, 8.5 we obtain the following.
Corollary 8.1. For n1, n2, m1, m2 as in (18), (19) holds that
|m1 − n1 − (m2 − n2)| ≤ Cdiff
for a constant Cdiff depending only on α and C.
In the following Lemma we make use of the uniformity of Proposition 4.1.
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Lemma 8.6. For n1, n2, m1, m2 as in (18), (19) holds that
max{n1, n2} ≤ Cinv
for a constant Cinv depending only on α and C.
Proof. From Lemma 8.5 and Corollary 8.1 follows that
C ∩ G2α ⊂
⋃
|ℓ1|≤Cdiff,|ℓ2|≤Cdiff
⋃
m≥−CB
(f ◦ℓ1, f ◦ℓ2)(C) ∩ S2f◦m(α).
Now let v be the finite place for which |f ◦n(α)|v → ∞ and nv be minimal such that
|f ◦nv−CB(α)|v > R−dv . We now apply Proposition 4.1 to the curves (f
◦ℓ1+nv , f ◦ℓ2+nv)(C)
and α replaced by f ◦nv(α) to obtain a bound on n1, n2. 
From Lemma 8.6 and Corollary 8.1 follows that
C ∩ G2α ⊂
⋃
f1≤Cdiff,f2≤Cdiff
⋃
|n1|≤Cinv,|n2|≤Cinv
(
(f−◦n1, f−◦n2)(C) ∩ Sf1,f2
)
where
Sf1,f2 : f
◦f1(X) = f ◦f2(Y ).
(In fact it is enough to consider the curves for which f1 = 0 or f2 = 0). Now if
the left hand side is infinite then the intersection of two curves in the union of curves
(f−◦n1, f−◦n2)(C) ∩ Sf1,f2 contains a one dimensional component. It follows that there
exist n,m such that f ◦n(ξ) = f ◦m(η) for the coordinate functions ξ, η of C which
contradicts our assumption on C not to be special.
9. Concluding remarks
In this section we discuss some issues surrounding effectivity and uniformity as well
as future work.
It seems to be feasible to get an entirely effective version of Theorem 1. The main
issue seems to be to make Proposition 4.1 effective. Almost all steps in the proof of
Proposition 4.1 can be made effective quite straightforwardly but especially in the case
of Lemma 4.10 more work is required as its proof uses something akin to a compactness
argument.
In order to make Theorem 3 effective we can employ some sort of effective implicit
function theorem such as in [Lan73, p.124] and estimate the partial derivatives of the
function P (Ψ(z),Ψ(w)) carefully which seems to be feasible to be done effectively.
A stumble block on the way to effectivity for Theorem 2 is that we use the results
on the dynamical Bogomolov conjecture by Ghioca, Nguyen and Ye. However if the
degree is d is prime there is some hope that the methods in this paper might suffice.
For our final theorem we use o-minimality (perhaps some weaker machinery would
suffice) to find a uniform version of Theorem 3.
Theorem 10. There exists a constant CD depending only on D such that any curve of
total degree at most D satisfies
|C ∩ L2r| ≤ CD
for exp(−r) < R/2 unless C has the form in the conclusion of Theorem 3
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Proof. The complex-analytic function Ψ(z) is definable in the structure Ran on the open
disc of radius R/2 and the statement follows from standard properties of o-minimal
structures since the sets
{(z, w) ∈ C2;P (Ψ(z),Ψ(w)) = 0, |z| = |w| = φ}
as P varies over polynomials of degree at most D and φ in the interval (0, R/2) form a
definable family. There is a uniform bound on the number of connected components of
the members of a definable family in Ran [vdD98] and we deduce the present Theorem
from Theorem 3. 
Theorem 10 implies that we have a similar uniformity in orbits as in Proposition
4.1. However we are missing the strong Galois bounds or in fact any arithmetic Galois-
information in order to extend Theorem 2 to infinite places. This is an interesting
direction for future research.
We can prove variations of Theorem 1 in that we can mix our statement with the
dynamical Bogomolow conjecture. For example our methods allow to prove structure
theorems for Sα × Preper where Preper is the set of per-periodic points. This will be
explored in a future paper.
We now show that an extension of Theorem 2 to pre-periodic α is not possible. For
this let g be a polynomial of degree 2 defined over the reals, whose Julia set is connected
and let f = g◦3. Then every periodic external ray of f lands [Mil06, Theorem 18.1].
Note that Ψ(z2) = g(Ψ(z)). Let ζ3 be primitive third root of unity and let
E = {Ψ(rζ3); r ∈ (1,∞)}.
We set α to be the limit point of E as r → 1. Then f ◦2(α) = α as f ◦2(E) = E and for
C : (X, g(X))
holds |C∩G2α| =∞. To see this we can consider αn the limiting point of En = {Ψ(rζ); r ∈
(1,∞)} where ζ = ζ8nζ3 for a primitive 8n-th root of 1, ζ8n . Then f ◦n(En) = f ◦n(E) and
thus f ◦n(αn) = f
◦n(α). But it also hols that f ◦2n+1(g(En)) = En and thus (αn, g(αn)) ∈
G2α for all n ≥ 1. Moreover the set of αn just constructed is infinite [Mil06, Lemma
18.3].
But the variety C is not in the zero-locus of f ◦n(X)−f ◦m(Y ) for any choice of non-zero
integers n,m and thus we can not extend Theorem 2 to pre-periodic points.
9.1. A conjecture for grand orbits. In this subsection we want to generalise Con-
jecture 1 to all projective varieties, following a suggestion of Ghioca. It is modelled
after the conjecture of Ghioca and Tucker on pre-periodic varieties [GT]. The novelty
is that we need to define an analogue of a co-set for dynamical systems.
We assume that everything is defined over some algebraically closed field K of charac-
teristic 0. We let X be a projective variety and let f : X → X be an endomorphism of
degree at least 2. We first give a definition of admissible tuple associated to f,X .
Definition 2. Let V ⊂ X be a subvariety. A tuple (Y , h,H, V˜, ϕ) is admissible for
(X , f,V) if the following holds. Firstly Y is a projective variety and h,H are endomor-
phism of Y of degree at least 2 that commute. Moreover ϕ is a rational map ϕ : Y → X
with finite fibres that satisfies ϕ ◦ f ◦n = ϕ ◦ h for some n ≥ 0, as well as ϕ(V˜) = V.
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Note that we can take Y = Y and H = h = f, V˜ = V as well as ϕ to be the identity to
obtain an admissible tuple. Now we can define a notion of a variety to be dynamically
weakly special with respect to f .
Definition 3. We say that a subvariety V ⊂ X is dynamically weakly special with
respect to f if there exists an admissible tuple (Y , h,H, V˜, ϕ) for (X , f,V) such that
either V˜ is pre-periodic by H or Y = Y1×Y2 and H(V˜) ⊂ Y1×{α} for some α ∈ Y2(K).
As in the introduction we define the grand orbit of a point α ∈ X (K) by an endo-
morphism f to be
Gα(f) = {β ∈ X (K); f
◦n(α) = f ◦m(β) for some n,m ∈ Z≥0}.
Now let X1, . . . ,Xn be projective varieties and f1, . . . , fn be endomorphisms ofX1, . . . ,Xn
respectively such that f = (f1, . . . , fn) has degree at least 2.
Conjecture 2. Let X = X1 × · · · × Xn and (α1, . . . , αn) ∈ X (K). If for an irreducible
subvariety V ⊂ X holds that
V ∩ Gα1(f1)× · · · × Gαn(fn)
is infinite, then V is dynamically weakly special with respect to f .
If all points α1, . . . , αn are pre-periodic then Conjecture 2 follows from Conjecture
1.2 in [GT] as we can take (in the notation there) X = X,V = Z as well as (Y,Φ|Y ,Ψ, i)
as an admissable tuple where i is the inclusion of Y in X.
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